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Warranty
Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC. (IVP) grants the user a nonexclusive license to use the AutoExplor
software to connect to a single serialized ExploraVac thermal vacuum test system. IVP warrants
that the software will perform substantially in accordance with the specifications and included
documentation. To the best of IVP’s knowledge, the software does not contain any virus, malware
or other code that might disrupt the user’s ability to use the machine on which the software is
installed. The software may not be redistributed.
IVP does not warrant that the software will be error-free in all circumstances. In the event of any
defect, error, or bug, the customer agrees to provide IVP with sufficient detail to allow IVP to
reproduce the deficiency. IVP may, in its sole discretion, provide updates or software revisions to
correct the issue. This Agreement does not convey any rights to the software’s source code to the
user.
THIS WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY AND THE IMPLIED
WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR USE OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. IDEAL
VACUUM SHALL NOT BE LIABLE UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES FOR INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF
THE PRODUCT. THE TOTAL LIABILITY OF IDEAL VACUUM SHALL NOT EXCEED THE
PURCHASE PRICE OF THE PRODUCT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.

Customer Service and Support
If you have any questions concerning the installation or operation of this equipment, or if you
need warranty or repair service, please contact us. Customer Service and Technical Support is
available weekdays, from 8am-5pm, Mountain Time.
		

Phone:

(505) 872-0037

		

Fax:

(505) 872-9001

		

Email:

info@idealvac.com

			

techsupport@idealvac.com

		

idealvac.com

Web:

Intellectual Property
At Ideal Vacuum we constantly strive to innovate and improve on existing products. Therefore,
specifications and information are subject to change without notice. The Ideal Vacuum Logo,
ExploraVac, AutoExplor, CommandValve, and the slogan “Our Products Develop Tomorrow’s
Technologies” are trademarks of Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC. Micro-Ion and Convectron
are registered trademarks of MKS Instruments. Windows, Excel, and Visual Basic (VB) are
registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. LabView is a registered trademark of National
Instruments Corp. Reference to products, trademarks and registered trademarks owned by
other manufacturers is made strictly for informative purposes and are the sole properties of their
respective owners.
Copyright © 2021-2023, Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC. All rights reserved.
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1.

Overview
Read the ExploraVac system and this AutoExplor manual to completely
familiarize yourself with the capabilities and operation of the instrument and
software. Follow all safety instructions and warnings.

The Ideal Vacuum AutoExplor software is a Windows® 10 and 11, touch screen enabled application,
available for all ExploraVac™ systems. It allows an ExploraVac system to be controlled by a
computer or laptop. AutoExplor provides precise control of all test conditions and is able to confirm
that test conditions are met.
For standard and Ideal Vacuum Cube ExploraVac series systems, AutoExplor is optional and
available as a basic or premium version. The user’s computer or laptop is connected to the
software serial port on the digital feedthrough panel at the back of the ExploraVac system. Our
part number P1012232 is the correct serial to USB cable.
ExploraVac MAX series systems, which have a built-in computer and touch screen monitor, include
a non-expiring basic version of AutoExplor. The premium version is optional.
All AutoExplor versions allow a user to manually control devices while protecting the system.
AutoExplor properly sequences pumps and automatically operates the correct valves for a given
request. The user can program pressure and temperature setpoints, ramp rates, soak times, and
venting (if the system is equipped with those hardware options). The software provides real-time
graphical data streaming so the user can visualize system behavior.
AutoExplor keeps track of preventive maintenance intervals and notifies the user when system
service is due. For example, it notifies when scroll pump tip-seal replacements are needed and
when sensor calibration is due. This helps keep the system at peak operating performance.
AutoExplor immediately informs the user if a warning or failure occurs and turns off appropriate
devices. Further, it generates detailed error messages and supplies specific troubleshooting
information so that the issue can be corrected as soon as possible.
The premium version of AutoExplor adds automated recipe control, data logging, and log export
capabilities. Complex test recipes can be created as a step-by-step process, where each step
can control the on/off state, setpoints, and ramp rates of multiple devices. One or multiple end
conditions for each recipe step may be set using logical operators. The premium version allows
the user to quickly generate environmental TVAC test reports from recipe data log files. Logs
can be reviewed to ensure targeted process parameters are achieved. The premium version
also includes AutoExplor IP Client, which gives the software the ability to be used as a host
that can manage multiple external network clients, and AutoExplor API (application programming
interface), which allows a scientist or programmer to integrate an ExploraVac instrument into their
existing software test suite without using AutoExplor’s software interface.
The basic AutoExplor version includes a 30 day trial with all the premium features. After 30 days
it reverts to the basic software. AutoExplor can be upgraded to the premium version at any time.
Minor software updates and bug fixes will be supplied when available. The premium version must
be renewed annually or it will revert to the basic version. Your Ideal Vacuum sales representative
is able to provide upgrade assistance.
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2.

Delivery, Installation, Startup & Shutdown

DELIVERY:
If AutoExplor software is ordered with a standard ExploraVac system, the software is delivered on a
USB drive along with the printed system manual included with the instrument. For ExploraVac MAX
systems, the software (basic or premium version) is factory installed. Purchasers of AutoExplor
receive a unique software license “key”, for each ExploraVac system. The key automatically
installs with the software.
If the software or an upgrade is purchased separately, or a minor upgrade becomes available,
the software and license key is delivered as a download from idealvac.com. If AutoExplor is not
ordered with a system, then the included USB drive contains the AutoExplor Demo.
INSTALLATION ON A PC OR LAPTOP:
To install, find and DOUBLE-CLICK the AutoExplor Installer.exe or the AutoExplor
Demo Setup.exe file. Follow the on screen prompts. An AutoExplor or AutoExplor
Demo shortcut will be placed on the desktop.

For a Computer or Laptop with a Touchscreen:

Before starting AutoExplor for the first time, enter “typing” in the search bar to find the Typing
Settings. Select Typing Settings. In the Typing window, turn on “Show the touch keyboard...”.

STARTUP:
On standard ExploraVac systems where the software is installed on a computer or
laptop, press or double-click the AutoExplor icon to start the program. On ExploraVac
MAX systems, once the system is energized (when the main power disconnect switch
is engaged), the onboard mini computer will turn on. Double-click the AutoExplor
icon to start the software. AutoExplor’s native screen resolution is 1920 x 1080.
SHUTDOWN:
Press the Power icon. Once all devices turn off, exit the AutoExplor program.
Press the Exit Program icon to go to the Windows desktop.
Copyright © 2021-2022, Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC | (505) 872-0037 | info@idealvac.com | www.idealvac.com
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3.

Home Page
When AutoExplor starts, the Home page is presented. This page has six sections: (1)
Menus, (2) Manual Controls, (3) Setpoint Controllers and Readouts, (4) Running Graph,
(5) Device Tiles, and (6) Status Bar. The user can manually control all system functions
from the Home page including operating all subsystems and programming device
setpoints. This page includes a live graph, device monitoring and system notifications.

2

1

3

4
5
6
3.1 Home Page - Menus

1

The Home page menus section allows you to navigate from one screen to another. Click
the expander bars at the top of the menus to expand the section. The menu section is
available on all AutoExplor pages. The bottom icon exits the program to Windows.

Recipes and Run/Logs are found only in AutoExplor full version software.
6
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3.2 Home Page - Manual Controls

2

The home page manual controls section allows you to power the system and turn
subsystems on and off. When a manual control icon is pressed or clicked, that subsystem
turns on. A green icon indicates that the subsystem is on. Below, the power and roughing
pump are on. Depending on system configuration, some icons may not be present. For
example, the LIGHT icon is only available on ExploraVac MAX systems.

AutoExplor protects system equipment by sequencing operations. For example, if HIGH VAC is
turned on, but the roughing pump (ROUGH) is not on, the software turns on the roughing pump
first. Its icon turns green. The HIGH VAC icon blinks green to indicate the turbo pump is in standby
mode. When the chamber’s crossover pressure threshold is reached, the turbo pump gate valve
opens, and the HIGH VAC icon turns green.
The ExploraVac will not allow a subsystem to turn on, or a valve to actuate when a competing
subsystem is operating. For example, if the VENT icon is selected and ROUGH is on, the roughing
pump will be switched off. Only then will the vent valve open.
For systems equipped with the -70°C platen cooling option, the PRECHILL icon is used to turn on
the refrigeration system and chill the coolant fluid without circulating the fluid through the platen
(Sec. 3.2.6, p. 10). The platen setpoint controller operates fluid circulation (Sec. 3.3.2, p. 13).
3.2.1 Power
When pressed, the POWER icon turns green. All valves remain in their
normally closed states. The PLC initializes and the pressure gauge below
the control panel turns on. The system enters a standby state, ready to
perform a process.
If the POWER icon is pressed while any subsystems are running, the icon
will blink red for 3 seconds. During this interval, the system will systematically
close appropriate valves, turn off any devices that are on, remove power to
the pump(s), then turn off the system. AutoExplor will remain on.
3.2.2 Rough
When pressed, the ROUGH icon turns green. The roughing pump energizes,
the roughing valve opens, and the chamber begins to pump down. The
chamber ultimately reaches a pressure of about 2x10-2 Torr. The pressure
gauge below the control panel displays the chamber pressure.
If the system is in roughing mode and the ROUGH icon is pressed, the
roughing valve will close and the roughing pump will turn off. This allows the
chamber to remain under vacuum. The POWER icon will remain on (green).
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3.2.3 High Vac (Option)
The HIGH VAC icon is present on turbo pump equipped systems.
If the ROUGH icon is on (green), and the roughing pressure is at or below
crossover (factory set at 2 Torr), pressing the HIGH VAC icon will initiate
high vacuum mode and the HIGH VAC icon will turn green.
If the roughing pump is off, or the pressure is above crossover when HIGH
VAC is pressed, the HIGH VAC icon will blink green indicating the system
is in standby to go to high vacuum. System logic is optimized for speed and
determines when the turbo pump begins spinning up during roughing.
Once the crossover pressure threshold is reached, the roughing valve closes, the foreline and
gate valves open, and chamber pressure goes into high vacuum.
The ROUGH icon cannot be turned off, and neither VENT nor PURGE can be activated when the
system is in high vacuum (when HIGH VAC is green).
When in high vacuum mode, turning off the HIGH VAC icon will close all valves and turn off both
the turbo and roughing pumps. The current chamber pressure will be maintained.
3.2.4 Vent
Venting is allowed only when the turbo and roughing pump are off. If the
system is in high vacuum mode, the HIGH VAC icon must be turned off
before venting is possible.
If the VENT icon is pressed while either the ROUGH or PURGE icon is on,
the VENT icon will blink green. The roughing pump and/or purge will be
turned off. Then, the vent valve will be opened. Venting will continue and
the VENT icon will remain green until it is pressed again to turn it off, one of
the pump switches is activated, or the system is shut down.
When either the ROUGH or HIGH VAC icon is pressed, the vent valve will close and the selected
pump sequence will be initiated.
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3.2.5 Purge (option)
The PURGE icon is present on systems equipped with the purge gas option.
This option allows a user to introduce high-purity, oxygen, or dry gas into
the chamber instead of air. Gas pressure into the system must be regulated
to no more than 250 PSIG. The system limits purge gas pressure into the
chamber to 5 PSIG, and will automatically shut off PURGE if chamber
pressure exceeds 1000 Torr. The maximum overpressure can be factory
adjusted depending on user requirements.
The HIGH VAC icon must be turned off before purging is possible.
Before the purge option is activated, it is recommended to evacuate
the chamber prior to filling it with any kind of purge gas.
For non-pressure controlled systems:
The PURGE icon behaves like the VENT icon.
If the PURGE icon is pressed when ROUGH VAC or VENT is on, the PURGE icon will blink green,
turn off the roughing pump or vent, then open the purge valve. Purging will continue and the
PURGE icon will remain green until it is turned off, or one of the pumps is activated.
When either the ROUGH or HIGH VAC icon is pressed, the purge gas valve will close and the
selected pump sequence will be initiated.
For pressure controlled systems:
When an ExploraVac system is equipped with both the purge gas and pressure control options,
AutoExplor includes a MODE option in the pressure setpoint controller (Sec. 3.3.1, p. 12). In the
MODE field, the user can choose PURGE to use purge gas rather than vent air to maintain the
chamber pressure at a setpoint higher than the roughing pump’s ultimate pressure.
Active Purging for pressure controlled systems:
When both the purge gas and pressure control options are installed, the system can also perform
“active” purging. Unlike standard purging or venting as described above, active purging allows the
roughing pump to remain pumping while simultaneously flowing purge gas into the chamber. With
active purging, constant chamber pressure can be maintained to within ± 2%.
To engage active purging, select actprg in the pressure controller
MODE popup and enter a setpoint pressure. When the pressure setpoint
controller is turned on (the icon is pressed), the roughing pump evacuates
the chamber to the desired setpoint pressure. Once the setpoint pressure
is reached, the system continues roughing while simultaneously flowing
purge gas into the chamber. Constant chamber pressure is maintained.
Turning off the ROUGH icon will turn off both purging and the roughing pump.
Turning off the PURGE icon alone will stop active purging but leave the roughing pump on.
Copyright © 2021-2022, Ideal Vacuum Products, LLC | (505) 872-0037 | info@idealvac.com | www.idealvac.com
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3.2.6 Prechill (option)
The PRECHILL icon is present only on systems equipped with the -70°C
refrigerated recirculating chiller.
When the PRECHILL icon is pressed, the chiller system turns on and prechills
the coolant fluid to the lowest temperature possible, without circulating the
coolant through the platen. Prechilling the coolant fluid reduces the time
required for the platen to achieve a low setpoint temperature.
Note that when the solid state TCube system is used for platen heating and cooling, the PRECHILL
icon is not available. The TCube turns on with the POWER icon, and will chase the setpoint
temperature, even if the setpoint controller isn’t on. If no setpoint has been entered, then the
TCube will automatically chill its thermal transfer fluid to -5°C.
3.2.7 Light

The LIGHT icon is available only on ExploraVac MAX systems.
When the LIGHT icon is pressed, chamber illumination is turned on.
Protected LEDs shine through the chamber door viewing port and bathe
the entire interior in 5000k light. With the light on, the user can more easily
examine the process or experiment in progress.

3.2.8 AUX
There are two AUX icons (AUX 1 and AUX2). Each AUX can turn on and off
a piece of outboard equipment.
Auxilliary equipment is switched through the DB15 auxilliary I/O connector
on the digital feedthrough panel at the back of the ExploraVac cabinet. See
the ExploraVac or ExploraVac MAX User Manual for the auxilliary connector
pinouts.
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3.3 Home Page - Setpoint Controllers and Readouts

3

This home page section allows you to enter setpoints, ramp rates, and soak times for the
controllable subsystems. Depending on the system, these could include pressure, platen
temperature, and/or chamber temperature. The Additional Readouts box, which shows
data such as sample temperatures is also found here. If an ExploraVac Cube or MAX
system has all three controllers, then the Additional Readouts box is viewed by swiping left.

When a setpoint controller icon is pressed, appropriate devices are energized and the controller
icon becomes green. Below, both the pressure and platen temperature controllers are on.

3.3.1 Pressure Setpoint Controller (Option)
Pressure control WORKS in the rough vacuum range ONLY.
The pressure setpoint controller is available on ExploraVac systems equipped
with the pressure control option. It could be used for altitude simulation where
pressure is varied at a defined rate, or for experiments or processes which
require accurate maintained pressure above the roughing pump’s ultimate
vacuum pressure. A combination of the IVP CommandValve’s throttling and
venting or purging is used to achieve precise pressure control.
The setpoint pressure is the target pressure you want the system to obtain, then maintain for a
specified duration. Once a setpoint is reached and the system settles, setpoint accuracy is ± 0.5%.
The pressure setpoint controller can have any of its parameters adjusted at any time. However,
high vacuum must be turned off manually before the pressure controller can be turned on. When
the pressure setpoint controller icon is pressed, the system automatically turns off venting or
purging, then turns pressure control on. The pressure controller icon turns green.
Changing the Pressure Measurement Units:
In the controller box, the largest white text displays the current pressure. Press the current value
to open a window that allows the measurement units to be changed. Below, the current pressure
is being changed from Torr to altitude (ft.).
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Changing the Setpoint Value:
The setpoint (target) pressure value is displayed just below the current pressure. Press the current
value to open a window where a numerical pressure value is entered. If a target pressure outside
the system limit is entered, the pressure reverts to the closest allowable value.
Below, a new target pressure of 200 Torr is chosen. Press the
or
button to change the
setpoint incrementally. The slider at the top of the controller box can also adjust the pressure.

Changing the Ramp Rate:
Ramp rate is the speed at which the chamber goes from its current pressure to the desired
pressure. Ramp rate is often used for altitude simulation, where a test item is subjected to faster
or slower ramp rates. Ramp rate is measured in units/min. The rate is limited by chamber size
and pump speed. A 24” chamber with an nXDS20i roughing pump has a maximum possible ramp
rate of approximately 25,000 ft/min. The ramp rate increases on a 12” chamber to about 200,000
ft/min. For processes, a 24” chamber achieves an ultimate pressure of 20 mTorr in 25 minutes. A
12” chamber reaches 20 mTorr in 7 minutes with the same roughing pump.
To change the ramp rate, press the RAMP tile at the bottom of the pressure controller box. A
window pops up where a numerical pressure value is entered. The ramp rate is in the current
measurement units per minute. The ramp rate can also be set to MAX, which forces the system
to get to the setpoint pressure as quickly as possible. Where a numerical ramp rate is a linear
function, the MAX rate is a curve.
Changing the Soak Duration:
Soak is the amount of time, after the setpoint pressure is reached, that the setpoint pressure is
maintained. When the soak time has elapsed, valves are closed and the roughing pump is turned off.
Press the SOAK tile to enter a soak time. Select the time in hours, minutes, and seconds or press
D:H:M to change to days, hours, and minutes. The maximum soak duration is 99 days. If no soak
time is specified, the system continues at the setpoint until it is turned off manually.
Changing the Mode:
For pressure controlled systems with the purge gas option, a MODE field is available and has
three options: vent, purge and actprg (active purge). MODE is used to select between the vent
(atmosphere) and purge lines to allow gas into the chamber when the setpoint pressure is higher
than the current chamber pressure. In the active purge mode, the roughing pump continues
pumping while purge gas is simultaneously flowed into the chamber (Sec. 3.2.5, p. 9).
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3.3.2 Platen Temperature Controller (Option)
The Platen Temperature controller is present on platen equipped systems.
This controller is used to adjust heating and cooling of the platen and behaves
like the pressure controller. Select the current value to change the temperature
units: Celsius or Fahrenheit.
The ramp rate is displayed in degrees per minute. Soak time is measured
exactly the same as with the pressure controller. If no soak time is specified,
the system continues at the setpoint until it is turned off manually.
Chamber size dictates platen size, heating element power and ramp rates. ExploraVac platen
heating ramp rate limits vary from 6°C/min for a 12” chamber, up to 10°C/min for 24” chambers.
The ramp rate can also be set to MAX, which forces the system to get to the setpoint temperature
as quickly as possible. Where a numerical ramp rate is a linear function, the MAX rate is a curve.
If a target temperature outside the system limit is entered, the temperature reverts to the closest
allowable value. For systems with heater elements and a refrigerated cooling platen, the chiller is
used to cool the platen more quickly once it naturally cools to below 75°C. Chamber pressure will
greatly effect the rate at which the platen can heat and cool.
3.3.3 Chamber Temperature Controller (Option)
The Chamber Temperature setpoint controller is only available on ExploraVac
Cube chambers with heated wall plate(s) or on ExploraVac MAX systems
equipped with the chamber wall heating option.
This temperature setpoint controller behaves the same as the platen
temperature controller.
The chamber temperature ramp rate limit is approximately 2°C/min. Like the
platen temperature controller, the chamber temperature ramp rate can also be set to MAX.
3.3.4 Additional Readouts
The Additional Readouts box displays temperature and pressure
data which is collected rather than controlled. Readouts could
include chamber feedthrough and chiller bath thermocouple
temperatures for systems with platens, and chamber pressure for
systems without pressure control. Readout icons are represented
with an R inside a square. Only readouts that are on appear in
the Additional Readouts box (see Aux Readouts, Sec. 7.2, p. 49).
Readout information can be used as criteria for step end conditons in recipes (Sec. 4.4, p. 19).
Because readouts simply provide information, it is only possible to use readouts to set a step end
conditon which is either above (>) or below (<) the readout value.
For ExploraVac systems with all three controllers (pressure, platen temperature, and chamber
temperature), the Additional Readouts box will normally be hidden from view. Swipe left on the
controllers section to reveal the Additional Readouts box. Swipe right to conceal.
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3.4 Home Page - Running Graph

4

The Home page running graph section provides live graphical data streaming so that the
user can readily visualize system and device behavior. The running graph begins plotting
data as soon as the POWER icon is pressed and continues until POWER is turned off.
The running graph can simultaneously show actual and target data for any available
controller. Process values are shown as solid lines. Setpoint (target) values are shown
as dashed lines. In the premium version of AutoExplor, the running graph is logged and
saved automatically (Sec. 6.2, p. 44, Chamber Logs).

Press or click the gear in the upper right corner of the running graph section to bring
up the Edit Running Graph Settings window (below). Here, the controllers which will be
displayed on the running graph are selected (Displayed Datasets).
The X axis intervals and the overall time scale are also adjusted in this window. The running graph
can show a maximum of one hour of data (Full Time Scale maximum is one hour).

Below the graph, each displayed controller is indicated by a colored dot. The current value is
shown next to its controller and also to the right of the selected controller’s line on the graph.
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The controller’s dot and graph color can be customized and changed at any time. Press and
hold, or right click on a dot to bring up the color wheel and select a new dot color. The new color
is instantly displayed on the running graph, as well as on the running and recipe logs (premium
versions of AutoExplor only).

When a controller dot is pressed, the Y axis label and units are changed appropriately. For example,
when the Pressure controller dot is selected, the Y axis label changes to “Pressure (units)” and
the Y axis scale units change accordingly.

To change the Y axis label measurement units and manually adjust the Y axis scale, click or press
the Y axis label to bring up a window where those values can be changed. The Y axis scale can
also be changed by vertically pinching or stretching to zoom in or out (on a touchscreen), or by
using the scroll wheel on a mouse. Vertical position of the graph can be changed by dragging up
or down.
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3.5 Home Page - Device Tiles

5

The Home page Devices section is useful for monitoring devices and obtaining useful
device information.

The current state of all installed system devices are displayed
in this section. When a device is on or open, its icon will be
green. In this example, the roughing valve, roughing pump,
platen chiller, and chamber heater are all on.
The devices panel will also show service notifications,
warnings, or a failure by displaying the caution symbol next
to the device name.
To the right, the compressor is showing a caution symbol.
Click or press the caution symbol to jump to the Notification
Center page for detailed error information (Sec. 7.3, p. 50).
Each device has an associated data card which shows useful
information. Press or click on any device tile to bring up its
data card. This example shows the data card for the roughing
pump (not running).

3.6 Home Page - Status Bar

6

The Home page status bar section, located at the bottom of every AutoExplor screen,
provides immediate system warnings, alerts and service notifications. If there is more than
one notification, messages will scroll on the status line. Go to the Settings - Notification
Center page for more detailed information about system notifications (Sec. 7.3, p. 50).

At the bottom left corner of every AutoExplor window is a minimize icon. Select this icon
to go to the Windows desktop.

16
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4.

Recipe Page (Premium version only)
The Recipe page is available in the premium version of AutoExplor. This page allows the
user to create a sequence of customized steps (a recipe) that the system will automatically
execute without additional human input. Recipes can be saved, then reused to perform the
same process with precision. A recipe can have an unlimited number of steps.

AutoExplor uses predictions based on temperature and pressure data tables generated from
real systems at rough vacuum and at room temperature, in combination with user defined step
conditions, to provide a rough estimate of system performance and process time. The software
notifies the user of potential unexpected behavior or logic faults between recipe steps. AutoExplor
predictions are estimates only. Real-world factors, such as environmental conditions or outgassing
from objects, can cause actual system performance to differ substantially from predictions.
The Recipes page has four major sections: (1) Subsystems and Notifications, (2) Steps and
Predictions, (3) Settings and File Management, and (4) End Conditions .

1

2

4
3

4.1 Recipe Page - Subsystems and Notifications

1

The Recipe page subsystem and notifications section shows the
available ExploraVac subsystems. Select a subsystem to turn it on (its
icon becomes green). A subsystem may not show a green icon, even
though a step requires it to be on. For example, in an altitude simulation,
if a step calls for an altitude above sea level, the ROUGH icon may not
become green, even though the roughing pump must necessarily turn on
since the pressure at altitude is below ambient. AutoExplor logic controls
subsystems and automatically turns on and off devices as required. Note
that pressure and temperature controllers in recipes work somewhat
differently than those in the Home page (Sec. 4.5, p. 21).
Below the subsystem tiles, AutoExplor provides notifications, based on
predictions, that inform the user of the validity of the recipe, that a step
might produce an unexpected result, or that there may be a logic fault
that should be corrected. Potential issues are signified by a caution sign.
A caution notification may or may not warrant a modification to the recipe.
A (predicted) estimated recipe completion time is displayed at the bottom
of this section. This estimate may differ considerably from actual results.
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4.2 Recipe Page - Steps and Predictions

2

The Recipe page steps and predictions section is where individual parts of the desired process
are formulated. In this section, steps are added by selecting the vertical plus (+) bar to the right
of the last step. Steps can be also be added, inserted between steps (after the currently selected
step), or deleted using the buttons at the bottom of this section. Before it can be modified, a step
must be selected by pressing or clicking on its step name (at the top of the step). The background
blue of the selected step will be slightly lighter than the other steps. Above, Step 1 is selected.
The Initial Step is typically used to establish preliminary system conditions and provide a controlled
chamber environment before the process or simulation begins. Subsequent numbered steps
perform the process.
Every step must have one or more end conditions that must be met before the software can move
to the next step. Multiple consecutive steps can be grouped and repeated (looped).
When building a step, select (press or click) the blue tile corresponding to the subsystem needed.
The tile will turn white indicating it will be activated. Press or click a white tile to turn the subsystem
off. When a controllable subsystem is selected, such as pressure or platen temperature, a popup
window appears where the user defines its step end conditions. This includes a setpoint, ramp
rate, and maximum allowable deviation. This differs from the subsystem section (1) SETPOINT
CONDITIONS tile, in which other step end conditions, such as the duration before the step ends,
are specified (Sec. 5.1, p. 24).
Below each recipe step, AutoExplor generates a graph which roughly illustrates the predicted
behavior of each controllable subsytem. The software uses the previous step’s settings to
determine what the pressure or temperature will be when each step starts. Text at the bottom of
each step shows the beginning and end values for each controllable subsystem, and each of their
predicted durations.
18
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4.3 Recipe Page - Settings and File Management

3

The Recipe page settings and file management section (bottom right of screen) is used to make or
save new recipes, open existing recipes, run, or stop a recipe. Recipe construction is completely
independent from the chamber. New recipes can be made while a recipe is running, and recipes
can be edited without changing the current state of the chamber. Recipe files are saved in the
folder specified in the Log Settings menu page (Sec. 7.4, p. 51). Recipe files can be opened and
run only from AutoExplor Recipes or Run/Logs menu pages. Files cannot be double-clicked in
Windows to automatically open in AutoExplor.
Recipe units are selected in the Recipe Settings window (above). Always choose recipe units
before starting a new recipe. Only one pressure and one temperature unit can be used throughout
a recipe, but recipe units can be changed at any time. The pressure and temperature units in a
recipe can be different than those in the AutoExplor home page.

4.4 Recipe Page - End Conditions and Conditional Behavior

4

The Recipe page END CONDITIONS section (top right of
screen) is where step end condition(s) are defined. These are
the criteria needed for the recipe to proceed to the next step.
Any combination of time, temperature, or pressure conditions
can be used.
To add conditions, select the END CONDITIONS box to open
the Edit Step Conditionals window. This window can also be
accessed for any step by selecting STEP CONDTIONS (in the
subsystem and notifications section).
The example to the left uses a non-pressure controlled
system with a platen. The platen temperature setpoint is set
to 25°C using the PLATEN TEMP controller (Sec. 4.5, p. 21).
An additional condition is defined: the pressure must be less
than 5 Torr. Because this is a non-pressure controlled system,
the pressure is a readout, not a setpoint value. Therefore only
logical operators (>, or <) may be used (Sec. 3.3.4, p. 13).
An alternate set of step end conditions is entered in the OR box.
Here, a 30 minute step time is added. The recipe will proceed
when EITHER the platen temperature and pressure meet
the first requirements, OR after 30 minutes has elapsed, the
alternate requirement.
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In each END CONDITIONS box there is a short dashed line in the upper right corner. Clicking or
pressing this dashed line brings up the Conditional Behavior window. The Conditional Behavior
window has four choices that determine what happens when the condition(s) in that END
CONDITION box are met: Next Step, Goto Step, Quit Recipe, and Abort Recipe.
When any but the Next Step (default) conditional behavior is specified, the END CONDITIONS
box shows an indicator icon. Below, the Abort Recipe function is specified in the OR box.

Next Step:
Normally, when all the step end conditons are met, the recipe simply proceeds to the next step. It
is not necessary to use the Conditional Behavior window to choose the Next Step option.
Goto Step:
The Goto Step option forces the recipe to jump to another (user selected) step when the
current step end condtion is met. The jump can be to a step before or after the current step
and the icon shows the jump step number. This feature can be useful for creating cyclic
recipe behavior until some other criteria is met. The Goto Step function is used in the Pressure
Cycling Recipe Example (Sec. 5.2, p. 35).
Quit Recipe:
The Quit Recipe option stops the recipe at the end of the step, leaves controls in whatever
state they are in at that moment, and control is transferred back to the user. By keeping
controls and devices on, the chamber condition existing at the end of the step is maintained.
An example of how the Quit Recipe function might be employed is if a user wanted to prepare the
chamber with an initial thermal vacuum condition for a process that would begin later. The Quit
Recipe function is used in the High Vacuum Chamber Prep Recipe Example (Sec. 5.3, p. 41).
Abort Recipe:
The Abort Recipe option differs from the Quit Recipe function in that it not only stops the
recipe at the end of a step and gives back user control, it turns off all controls and devices.
Even though the ExploraVac system has many self-protection features, the Abort Recipe
function can be used to enhance system protection by ensuring that a recipe is stopped before a
system shutdown is initiated due to a fault. For example, if a dirty or wet process, or a vacuum leak
did not allow a pressure setpoint to be reached in a reasonable time, the Abort Recipe function
could stop a pump from running until it overheated. The Abort Recipe function is used in the High
Vacuum Chamber Prep Simulation Example (Sec. 5.3, p. 39).
20
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4.5 Recipe Controllers
Unlike Home page pressure or temperature controllers, recipe controllers operate on individual
recipe steps. Each recipe step can have its own controller values, and recipe controllers have
additional features. Before starting a recipe, select the pressure and temperature units to use
(Sec. 4.3, p. 19). For the examples below, pressure is in ft/min and temperature is in °C.
When a controller is selected, a window is presented where all parameters are input. Specific
values are input by selecting the appropriate field. When any field is selected, a popup appears
that allows data to be entered.

Each step controller provides an estimated start value. The software uses the previous step’s
settings to predict what the pressure or temperature will be when the next step starts.
In recipe controllers, the ramp rate can be set numerically in units/min or by a duration, where the
length of time required to reach a certain setpoint can be set. To change between the two ramp
types, presss or click the radio button to the left of the ramp type. Time can be expressed in hours,
minutes, and seconds or by days, hours, and minutes (D:H:M). Maximum duration is 99 days.

Recipe setpoint controllers also have a programmable Deviation Type field that can be set in
units or a percentage of the setpoint value. This allows the user to adjust the tolerance between
the requested setpoint and the actual measured value before the recipe moves to the next step.
Deviation values rely heavily on the precision of the pressure and temperature gauges of the
ExploraVac. It is recommended to leave these deviations at their default settings in most cases.
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5.

Recipe Examples

These recipe examples are generated using the AutoExplor Demo version and are provided
to illustrate some of the important features and functions available in the premium version of
AutoExplor. Note that the Demo does not have all the features of the actual software although its
predictions are based on previously collected system data. The Demo does not and cannot take
into consideration several factors which would necessarily cause an actual ExploraVac system’s
results to vary from the Demo’s predictions: The Demo does consider an object in the chamber
which might outgas or produce other process byproducts. It also does not account for the use of
different system hardware in the actual instrument, or different environmental conditions.
The first example, Aircraft Altitude Simulation (Sec. 5.1, p. 23), demonstrates how to construct a
recipe, how to use pressure and temperature controllers, how to customize ramp rates and setpoint
deviations, how to specify end conditions using STEP CONDITIONS and END CONDTIONS, and
how to streamline repetitive steps using the LOOP function.
The second example, Pressure Cycling Simulation (Sec. 5.2, p. 30), demonstrates how to use
step end condition OR logic combined with the Goto Step conditional behavior function to create
more complex recipes that can repeat steps until another criteria is met.
The third example, High Vacuum Chamber Prep Simulation (Sec. 5.3, p. 37), demonstrates how
to incorporate the Quit Recipe and Abort Recipe conditional behavior functions that can be used
to add system protection, or to stop a recipe at any step when certain conditions are met.
Note that ExploraVac instruments use absolute pressure sensors. Ambient pressure at any
location depends on, among other things, elevation. ExploraVac pressure measurements are not
altitude adjusted like the local weather report. However, the AutoExplor Demo assumes ambient
conditions are NTP - normal pressure and temperature (NTP is defined as 760 Torr and 20°C). For
more information about absolute vs. altitude adjusted pressure visit:
https://www.weather.gov/bou/pressure_definitions

22
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5.1 Aircraft Altitude Simulation
This example simulates a recipe to test a commerical aircraft part at altitude. The simulation
demonstrates how to build a recipe, how to use pressure and temperature controllers, how to set
ramp rates and controller deviations, and how to use the loop function to reduce the overall number
of recipe steps.
This recipe simulates an aircraft taking off from ground level, ascending to a cruising altitude of
43,000 ft. in 30 minutes and remain there for 3 hours. Then, descend and land in 15 minutes. Once
on the ground, it remains for 45 minutes before repeating the entire flight cycle 6 more times.
For this simulation, the ExploraVac system must be equipped with pressure control, a platen with
electrical heater elements, and -70°C refrigerated recirculating chiller. Below is the recipe for the
entire simulation. Remember to save the recipe regularly as its built.

Before beginning, go to RECIPE SETTINGS.
Change pressure to alt.(ft). Leave the default (°C) for temperature units.
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INITIAL STEP:
It is assumed that the chamber is close to NTP (normal temperature and pressure) to start.
In the Initial Step, press or click the VENT tile. It becomes white.
Turn on PLATEN TEMP. The PLATEN TEMP popup appears. Enter a Setpoint of 25°C, a MAX
ramp rate, and a 5°C deviation (default is 0.2°C)

Press or click the Initial Step STEP CONDITIONS tile. In the Edit Step Conditionals popup, enter
10 minutes for the LENGTH OF STEP.

The increased temperature deviation (from the default value), and the 10 minute venting time
ensures that the simulation begins with the chamber at “ground level” on a mild (≈70°F) day.
When the Platen temperature is at 25°C (± 5°C deviation) and 10 minutes has elapsed, the recipe
advances to the next step (Step 1).
Notice that controller setpoint values (i.e., PLATEN TEMP and PRESSURE) can be changed in the
Edit Step Conditionals popup, but not ramp rates or deviations. Note that a Readout value (i.e., a
sample thermocouple temperature) could be used as a step end criteria.
Add a step (Step 1): Press or click the large vertical “+” bar to the right of the initial step.

24
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STEP 1:
In Step 1, the aircraft is to take off and ascend to an altitude of 43,000 ft in 30 minutes.
VENT is turned off. The Step 1 VENT tile becomes blue. PLATEN TEMP remains on.
Press or click the Step 1 PLATEN TEMP tile. The PLATEN TEMP popup appears. Enter a setpoint
of -56.5°C, the approximate temperature at an altitude of 43,000 ft. Notice that the ramp rate and
deviation are automatically copied from the previous step.

Press or click the PRESSURE tile for Step 1. The PRESSURE popup appears. Enter a setpoint of
43,000 ft., the aircraft’s cruising altitude. A calculated climb (ramp) rate of 1430 ft/min. is entered. At
that rate, the aircraft reaches cruising altitude in 30 minutes. A deviation of 500 ft. is entered (allows
the altitude to vary by ± 500 ft). The aircraft is to remain at cruising altitude for 3 hours.

Press the Step 1 STEP CONDITIONS tile or the END
CONDITIONS box. Enter a 3-1/2 hour duration.
In this step, AutoExplor cautions that platen
icing might occur. This seems reasonable
as one might expect some ice to form on
aircraft wings at this altitude. Ice can hinder
platen performance, but is generally benign.
After 3-1/2 hours the recipe proceeds to the
next step.
Add a step (Step 2).
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STEP 2:
In Step 2, the aircraft is to descend and land in 15 minutes.
PLATEN TEMP and PRESSURE remain on. Press or click the Step 2 PLATEN TEMP tile.
In the popup, make the PLATEN TEMP setpoint temperature 25°C, the approximate ground
level temperature. Set the Ramp Type to Time and enter 15 minutes. AutoExplor automatically
calculates the necessary ramp rate (in units/min) from the step start value so that the setpoint is
achieved in the required time.

Press or click the Step 2 PRESSURE tile.
In the popup, make the PRESSURE setpoint 0 ft. altitude (ground level). Since both the pressure
and platen temperature must have equal durations to meet their respective step end conditions
simultaneously, set the PRESSURE Ramp Type to Time and enter 15 minutes. Again, AutoExplor
automatically calculates the necessary ramp rate.

AutoExplor predicts platen condensation will occur. It seems logical that the dew point will be
reached and therefore condensation will form on the aircraft’s cold wings when the plane is landed.
Notice that pressure and temperature recipe controllers do not have a soak time input field like the
Home Page manual controls (Sec. 3.3.1, p. 12). To add a period of time after all step end conditions
are satisfied where the controllers remain at their current states, add a time-only step.
Add a step (Step 3).
26
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STEP 3:
In Step 3, the aircraft is to remain on the tarmac for 45 minutes.
When Step 3 is added, Step 2 condtions (platen temp and pressure) are replicated.

Press or click the END CONDITIONS box at the top right of the screen.
At the Edit Step Conditionals popup, set the LENGTH OF STEP to 45 minutes.

The Step Time is added into the END CONDITIONS box and also appears in the Step 3 STEP
CONDITIONS.

Add a step (Step 4).
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STEP 4:
All the recipe steps required for the basic simulation have been made.
In Step 4, the PLATEN TEMP AND PRESSURE CONTROLLERS are turned off.
The recipe ends.

However, the simulation parameters call for the flight to be repeated 6 more times. AutoExplor’s
LOOP function is used here.
USING THE LOOP FUNCTION:
AutoExplor’s LOOP function eliminates copying and pasting steps repeatedly. Any number of
consecutive steps can be grouped, and an unlimited number of loop repetitions are possible.
For this Aircraft Altitude simulation, press or click the LOOPS tile of Step 1.
At the Edit Loop Parameters popup, enter the first and last steps to be grouped and the number
of repetitions (cycles). In this simulation, the loop begins at Step 1 and ends at Step 3. The loop is
repeated 6 times.

28
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Once Update is selected in the Edit Loop Parameters popup, Steps 1 through 3 LOOPS tiles will
be shown grouped. Within the grouped LOOPS tiles, the number of repetitions appears (6x).

When the final loop is completed, Step 3 finishes and the recipe finally proceeds to Step 4 where
the recipe ends. The chamber will be at 0 ft. altitude (± feet), with a platen temp. of 25°C (± 5°C).
Note that the recipe log stops immediately when a recipe ends (Sec. 6.2, p. 44).
The Aircraft Altitude Simulation recipe is complete.
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5.2 Pressure Cycling Simulation
This example simulates a process where a test object is subjected to variable pressure while its
temperature is steadily decreased. The simulation demonstrates the use of AutoExplor’s recipe
OR logic and the application of the Goto Step conditional behavior function.
It is assumed that the reader has familiarized themselves with basic AutoExplor recipe building
methods including how to add steps, input controller setpoints, ramp rates and deviations, as
discussed in the previous Aircraft Altitude Simulation example (Sec. 5.1, p. 23).
This recipe begins with the system at ambient temperature and pressure. The platen temperature
is increased to 60°C and the pressure decreased to 200 Torr. The pressure is then oscillated
between 500 and 200 Torr while the platen temperature is ultimately reduced to 20°C. When
the platen reaches 20°C the recipe ends. For this simulation, the ExploraVac system must be
equipped with pressure control and a heated and cooled platen. Below is the entire recipe.

Before beginning, go to RECIPE SETTINGS at the bottom right of the screen. Set Pressure Units
to Torr and Temperature Units to °C (the defaults).
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INITIAL STEP:
In the Initial Step, turn on the VENT tile.
Select STEP CONDITIONS and set the LENGTH OF STEP to one minute. This ensures that the
chamber pressure is at ambient atmosphere before starting the cycling process. After one minute
has elapsed (the Initial Step end condition), the recipe proceeds to Step 1.
Note that the Edit Step Conditionals popup allows only setpoints and readout thresholds to be
input. Controller ramp rates and deviations can not be changed in this popup.

Add a new step (Step 1).
STEP 1:
At Step 1 turn off the VENT tile.
Turn on the PLATEN TEMP tile. In the PLATEN TEMP popup set the setpoint temperature 60.0°C,
and the ramp rate to MAX. Arbitrarily set the deviation to 1°C.
Turn on the PRESSURE tile. In the PRESSURE popup set the pressure to 200 Torr, the ramp rate
to MAX, and leave the deviation at 2% (default).

Note that only in the individual controller popups (i.e., PLATEN TEMP and PRESSURE), can
ramp rates and deviations be changed. Compare this to the Edit Step Conditionals popup (above)
where only setpoints and readout thresholds can be changed.
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STEP 2:
In Step 2, set the PLATEN TEMP to 20°C and the PRESSURE to 500 Torr. The ramp rates and
deviations settings are automatically copied from Step 1.

The Step 2 END CONDITIONS box in the top right of the screen now includes both the PLATEN
TEMP and PRESSURE setpoints in the first box. Currently, Step 2 is set to end when the PLATEN
TEMP reaches 20°C, AND the Pressure reaches 200 Torr.

Now, AutoExplor’s OR logic is used to set up two possible Step 2 end conditions: EITHER the
recipe proceeds when the platen temperature target is met, OR it proceeds when the the target
pressure is met.
USING OR LOGIC:
Press or click on the END CONDITIONS box.
In the Edit Step Conditionals popup, deselect (uncheck) the PRESSURE controller.
Leave PLATEN TEMP checked.
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Now there is only the PLATEN TEMP in the END CONDITIONS box.
Press or click the OR box.
In the Edit Step Conditionals popup, deselect the PLATEN TEMP controller.
Leave PRESSURE checked.

Step 2 will now end when EITHER the Platen Temperature reaches 20°C, OR when the Pressure
reaches 200 Torr.

The first time Step 2 is run, it will end when the pressure target is reached since it will take less
time for the chamber to vent from 200 to 500 Torr than for the platen temperature to decrease from
60°C to 20°C.
When Step 2 ends (the first time), the PLATEN TEMP will still be cooling towards the 20°C setpoint.
Add a step (Step 3).
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STEP 3:
In Step 3, the PLATEN TEMP setpoint is kept at 20°C. The PRESSURE target is set to 200 Torr.

Similar to Step 2, the Step 3 END CONDITIONS box initially has both the PLATEN TEMP AND
the PRESSURE setpoints in it.

Just like in Step 2, AutoExplor’s OR logic must be applied to this step’s end conditions so that the
recipe can proceed when only one of the controller setpoints is reached, not both.
Separate the step end conditons (use the same method as in Step 2 (p. 32) .
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USING THE GOTO STEP FUNCTION:
Press or click the short dashed line in the upper right corner of the OR box.
In the Conditional Behavior popup, select the Goto Step option.
Fill in the Goto Step field with a “2”.

The OR Box shows the Goto circular arrow icon with a “2” inside it.

The recipe will now jump back to Step 2 if the pressure reaches 200 Torr before the platen
temperature reaches 20°C. Alternatively, if the platen temperature reaches 20°C before the
pressure reaches 200 Torr, the recipe will go on to the next step.
The combination of using OR logic in the end conditions of Steps 2 and 3, combined with the use
of the Goto Step function in Step 3, makes the recipe continually cycle between Steps 2 and 3.
The pressure oscillates between 200 and 500 Torr until the platen temperature finally reaches the
20°C setpoint. When it does, the pressure will be somewhere between 200 and 500 Torr, and the
recipe will move on to the next step.
Add a step (Step 4).
STEP 4:
At Step 4, the PLATEN TEMP and PRESSURE controllers are turned off and the recipe ends.
The Pressure Cycling Simulation recipe is complete.
The following page shows the completed recipe steps and each step’s end conditions along with
the recipe log graph which illustrates how this simulation behaves.
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Below are shown all the recipe steps along with each step’s end conditons.

Below, in the Pressure Cycling Simulation recipe log graph, the recipe begins with the chamber
venting. After one minute, the platen temperature is increased to 60°C and the pressure is lowered
to 200 Torr (Step 1). The recipe cycles pressure between 500 and 200 Torr three times (Steps 2
and 3) while the platen temperature is constantly lowered towards its target setpoint of 20°C. The
recipe ends when the platen reaches its 20°C setpoint (Step 4). The pressure at the end of the
recipe is just over 200 Torr.

For more detailed information about AutoExplor logs, go to Chap. 6, p. 43.
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5.3 High Vacuum Chamber prep Simulation
This example simulates a process where the chamber is prepped for a future experiment in the
high vacuum regime. The simulation demonstrates the application of AutoExplor’s Quit Recipe
and Abort Recipe conditional behavior functions.
It is assumed that the reader has familiarized themselves with the basic and some of the more
advanced AutoExplor recipe building methods as discussed in the Aircraft Altitude Simulation
example (Sec. 5.1, p. 23), and the Pressure Cycling Simulation example (Sec. 5.2, p. 30).
This recipe begins with the system at ambient temperature and pressure. The chamber is roughed,
then the high vacuum turbo pump is turned on. If and when the chamber reaches high vacuum,
the pumps continue operating and the chamber remains at high vacuum for an indefinite time. If
there is a leak which would not allow the chamber to achieve high vacuum, the recipe is stopped
and the pump is turned off to protect it. For this simulation, the ExploraVac system must have the
high vacuum option (a turbo pump) installed. The pressure control option is not required. Below is
the entire recipe.

Before beginning, check that the RECIPE SETTINGS are set to the defaults (Torr and °C).
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INITIAL STEP:
Turn on ROUGH.
Select STEP CONDITIONS and set the PRESSURE readout to less than 50 mTorr. This ensures
that the chamber pressure is below the high vacuum crossover pressure threshold and that the
high vacuum pump can be turned on safely in the following step.

Once the pressure readout threshold value has been entered, the END CONDITIONS box shows
the pressure step end requirement.

If the chamber or a vacuum line develops a leak, the roughing pump would run continuously at
close to ambient pressure. It would eventually overheat, possibly cause decreased pump longevity
or damage, and cause a system fault and shutdown.
Here, the Abort Recipe function can be used to safeguard the roughing pump.
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USING THE ABORT RECIPE FUNCTION:
Click or press the OR box.
In the EDIT STEP CONDITIONALS popup, enter 2 hours for the LENGTH OF STEP.

Press or click the short dashed line in the upper right corner of the OR box.
In the Conditional Behavior popup, select the Abort Recipe option.

The OR Box shows the Abort Recipe red “X” icon.

Now, the Initial Step END CONDITIONS require the roughing pump pressure to reach < 50 mTorr
within two hours. Two hours should be long enough for the pump to get to the threshold pressure.
If in two hours the chamber has not reached the threshold pressure, it means that there is a leak
somewhere. In that case, the Abort Recipe function ends the recipe and turns off controllers and
devices (i.e., roughing pump) thereby protecting the pump from overheating.
Add a step (STEP 1):
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STEP 1:
At Step 1 turn off ROUGH and turn on the HIGH VAC control.
Note that even though the ROUGH (a controller) is turned off, the roughing pump (a device) will
remain on when HIGH VAC is on.

Press or click the END CONDITIONS box.
In the Conditional Behavior popup, enter <10-7 Torr for the readout pressure.
Type “.0000001” Torr in the Readout Target popup.

Once the pressure readout threshold value has been entered, the END CONDITIONS box shows
the pressure step end requirement.

When the pressure threshold value of <10-7 Torr is achieved, the simulation calls for high vacuum
to be maintained indefinitely.
Here, the Quit Recipe function can be used to stop the recipe now while maintaining high vacuum.

40
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USING THE QUIT RECIPE FUNCTION:
Press or click the short dashed line in the upper right corner of the OR box.
In the Conditional Behavior popup, select the Quit Recipe option.

The OR Box shows the Quit Recipe red and white “no” icon.

When the high vacuum pressure reaches the 10-7 Torr threshold, the Quit Recipe function stops
the recipe at Step 1 and gives back manual system control. Unlike the Abort Recipe function
behavior, the Quit Recipe function stops the recipe but keeps everything on as it is. Here, the
roughing and high vacuum pumps remain on until they are turned off or until another recipe is run.
The roughing pump is protected in the Initial Step. Add a similar step end condition in this step to
protect the high vacuum pump.
Click or press the OR box.
In the EDIT STEP CONDITIONALS popup, enter 14 hours for the LENGTH OF STEP.
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Now after 14 hours the recipe will advance to the next step unless the pressure reaches the target
threshold, leaving high vacuum and roughing pumps on (Quit Recipe).

Add a step (Step 2).
STEP 2:
At Step 2 HIGH VAC is turned off and ROUGH is turned on. No end conditions are specified.
The recipe ends.
If, after 14 hours the high vacuum pressure threshold is not met, there must be a leak in the high
vacuum line. The recipe turns off the high vacuum pump, but keeps the roughing pump on.
Here is the entire High Vacuum Chamber Prep Simulation recipe.
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6.

Run/Logs Page (Premium version only)
The Run/Logs page is available in the full version of the AutoExplor software. This page has
three distinct sections: (1) Recipe Overview, (2) Log Graphs, and (3) File Management.

1

2

3
6.1 Recipe Overview

1

The recipe overview section displays a synopsis of each step
of the currently running recipe in individual step blocks. Each
step block shows pertinent step information including:
hh Estimated and actual step times.
hh Subsystems and readouts used, or to be used for that step
(indicated by green device or readout icons).
hh Each readout and setpoint controller’s target step condition(s)
and its current value. Green indicates the condition(s) have
been met, black indicates the conditon(s) are not yet met.
hh The step’s completion staus with a vertical colored bar on the
left of the step block. An orange bar indicates the step has
finished. A green bar indicates it is the currently active step. A
blue bar indicates the step has not yet started.
At the bottom of this section, the software calculates the total
estimated process time for the recipe and shows a progress
bar. It also shows the actual process time from the start of the
recipe and how many times the recipe has run in the current
session.
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6.2 Log Graphs

2

A

B
G
H

E

C

D

F

In premium versions of AutoExplor, the software creates and automatically stores three different
data log types: Chamber, Recipe, and Device. These logs are saved as .CSV files and can be
opened in Microsoft Excel® or any other application that can open comma separated files.
By default, the three log types are saved in subfolders within C:\Users\Public\Documents\
IdealVac\Logs. The storage location can be changed by the user (Sec. 7.4, p. 50).
CHAMBER LOGS:
Chamber logs contain all the raw data that makes up the running graph in the home page. The data
set includes not just the raw data, but also events, such as when a device controller turns on or
off. A new chamber log is generated every time the ExploraVac is turned on. Data is continuously
collected until the instrument is turned off.
RECIPE LOGS:
When a new recipe file is created, it is stored in the “RecipeLog-New Recipe” folder. When a
recipe is run, a new recipe log folder (“RecipeLog_Name of Recipe”) is generated. Data collection
starts when the recipe run button is pressed (from either the Recipes or Run/Logs page), and
continues until the recipe is finished. The actual log file (.csv) is stored in the recipe folder and is
named with the recipe name, start date, and time which distinguishes each individual run.
DEVICE LOGS:
Device logs collect data card information about all the different devices in the system. This
information can be useful for diagnosing a system issue. Device Log data cannot be graphed.
It is not necessary to choose which of the three log types will be created. All three log types are
automatically generated unless deselected in the Settings/Log Settings page (Sec. 7.4, p. 50).
44
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LOG GRAPH PARTS: (refer to the log graph image on the previous page).

A
Multiple log graphs can be opened simultaneously and each has a selectable tab at the top of the
page. In the example above from the previous page, the graph of the 3/10 09:20 AM stored log is
currently displayed (bold tab).
Any number of saved logs can also be opened and graphed. Each log graph will have a tab with
the start date and time. In the example above, two stored log graphs are open.
The New Recipe tab shows a graph of a recipe which has run, but the recipe has not been saved.
The Running Log tab shows a graph of the live chamber data stream (chamber log). It is similar
to the Running Graph on the Home page. It differs in that it shows the complete chamber log as
compared to the Home page running graph which shows just the last hour.
The Running Recipe tab shows live stream data from the currently running recipe.

B
Controllers and readouts that can be graphed are shown below the tabs (A). Select a dot to turn
the associated graph line on and off. This makes it easy to choose only the desired information.
Above, the sample readouts are turned off. Press and hold, or right click on a dot to select a new
dot and graph line color.
On a touchscreen, touch anywhere to gather information about a particular
point in the log. With a mouse, simply move it to the point of interest. The time,
temperature and pressure of that point in the log are displayed in the upper right
corner of the graph.

C

D

E
Below the graph, the beginning and ending log time is shown. When this field is selected, a popup
appears (below) that allows the time period shown on the graph to be changed. This is useful to
be able to examine more closely only a small part of a lengthy log. Both the start and end times
can be changed. Below, the period between 10:30 and 11:30 PM is chosen.
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F
G

The close log button closes the log that is currently showing.

H

When the either the vertical temperature or pressure scale is selected, a window
appears that allows you to change axis units, overall scale and scale divisions.

OTHER WAYS TO SCALE THE LOG GRAPH:
When a log file is graphed, the X axis time is scaled to fit the screen. The Y axis is scaled to fit
the data. In addition to being able to rescale a log graph using the aforementioned methods, a log
graph can be rescaled by zooming or dragging to achieve the desired results.
			On a Touch Screen:
The horizontal and vertical scales can be adjusted by pinching or stretching to zoom from any
desired part of the graph. Swiping makes the entire graph move in the swiped direction.
			With a Mouse:
On a PC or laptop, the mouse always starts at the crosshair location. Use the scroll wheel to zoom
the graph in and out from the crosshair location. Click and drag the mouse to move the graph
towards and away from the crosshair. To constain the graph horizontally, hold down the SHIFT key
while scrolling. To constain the graph vertically, hold down the CTRL key while scrolling.
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6.3 File Management

3
The file management section is where the user can load and run previously saved recipes. Note
that recipes cannot be edited in the logs page (only in the recipe page).

Chamber and Recipe Logs that have been generated from previously run recipes can be loaded
here. Each time a recipe is run, a separate chamber and recipe log are automatically generated.
The Load Log button is used to open a saved log for further examination, or to open logs from
multiple runs of the same recipe for comparison.

The Start New Chamber Log button restarts the chamber log graph from the moment of reset.
This can be used to separate out large amounts of irrelevant log data generated from between the
time of system power up and when a manually operated process or recipe is run. The Running
Graph on the home page is not restarted when the chamber log is restarted.

The Skip Step button is used on running recipes to instantly jump to the next recipe step. This can
be useful to speed up a recipe. For example, maybe the recipe calls for certain exacting step end
conditions and the user decides the step is “close enough” to proceed.

If there are multiple step end conditions defined for the current step when the Skip Step button is
pressed or clicked, the “Select End Conditions to Use” popup will appear. The user must choose
which end condition to use, keeping in mind the step the recipe would go to, or if the recipe would
quit or be aborted.
Below, the PLATEN TEMP option will advance the recipe to the next step. The PRESSURE option
will send the recipe to Step 2 because it has the Goto Step function in it (Sec. 4.4, p. 20).
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7.

Settings Page
The AutoExplor Settings page is where system information, including notifications, various
adjustable hardware limits, and log data capture frequencies are located.

There are four main sections: System Information, Controller Settings, Notification Center and
Log Settings. Log Setting are available only in the full version of AutoExplor. Press or click one of
the tiles to access the information.

7.1 System Information
When System Information is pressed or clicked, it brings up a window that displays important
instrument information, such as its serial number and manufacture date, the firmware, and software
versions installed. It also has a list of all devices and readouts installed on the instrument. The
software key is shown here (login to idealvac.com or contact us for upgrades). In the Incoming
Network Connections block, when Allow Incoming Connections is checked (Allowed), Autoexplor
becomes a host that can manage multiple external network clients. For more information about
the AutoExplor IP Client capability, see Sec. 8.1, Appendix A.
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7.2 Controller Settings
The Controller Settings page is available on systems with one or more setpoint controllers installed.
In this page, each controller’s limit may be configured to protect the system or possibly a process.
Each limit or trigger can be adjusted according to the user’s requirements. In no case can the user
set a limit outside of the safe hardware working limits of the ExploraVac system or its components
(refer to the ExploraVac User Manual, or the ExploraVac MAX User Manual.

In the example above, the pressure controller is selected in the top left of the screen. This brings
up all the pressure controller safeguards in the screen center.
In the top right of the screen, Auxiliaries can be enabled. The number of auxiliaries available
(up to 2) is dependent on system configuration. Auxiliaries are used by the user for switching
external equipment on and off. Auxilliaries are connected through the DB-15 Aux port on the
digital feedthrough panel at the back of the ExploraVac cabinet.
On the bottom right of the page are a list of all the available Auxilliary Readouts on the system
(typically thermocouples) Readouts can be turned on and off from this page. Those readouts that
are checked are active. In the basic version of AutoExplor, these readouts are read-only. Their
readout values can be viewed in the Additional Readouts on the Home page (Sec 3.3.4, p. 13).
In the premium version of AutoExplor, these readouts can also be used to set recipe end step
conditions, either through the Step Conditions tile or the End Conditons box.
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7.3 Notification Center
When the Notification Center field is pressed or clicked, it brings up a window that displays important
system and device information. The software supplies system service notifications, warnings and
alerts. The screen is divided into three sections: Notifications, Filters, and Notification Details.

Notifications are listed in order of occurence in the left panel. Warnings are shown in yellow, faults
in red/orange, and service messages in green.
When any notification on the left is clicked or pressed, details about it are displayed on the right in
the Notification Details panel. The severity, status, effected components, and the action needed to
correct the issue are supplied.
The software keeps track of service intervals and creates a notification when the system requires
maintenance. When the required maintenance has been completed, the user informs the software
by checking the “Mark as serviced” box. This resets the service counter for that item and the
notification is removed. If a maintenance notification repeats or continues after being serviced,
there may be another issue causing it, such as a bad sensor. In that case, the reason should be
diagnosed and corrected as soon as possible. Also refer to the ExploraVac User Manual, Sec.
4.13 Faults, and Sec. 4.14 Warnings and Other Subsystem Conditions.
The user chooses the type of notifications that are shown in the Filters center panel. Notification
types can be turned on and off so that only the notifications important to the user are displayed.
For example, if a warning self-corrects, the user may not want to see that notification.
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7.4 Log Settings
When Log Settings is pressed or clicked, it brings up a window where the user can select any or
all of the three log types that are generated (chamber, recipe and/or device). The frequency with
which the software collects and saves data points can also be varied (sample time). This page is
also where the directory for saving any of the logs can be changed.

The minimum sample time is 200 ms. The maximum is unlimited.
The sample time for any log can be changed while the system is on, or a recipe is processing, This
feature might be of interest to the user who wants to collect a lot of data at one point in a process,
but doesn’t want or need a large volume of data elsewhere. For example, the user might set the
starting sample rate to 200 ms. Then, after one minute, might change the rate to 5000 ms.
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8.

Appendicies

There are two documents included in this Appendix: AutoExplor IP Client and AutoExplor API.
The structure and commands of the AutoExplor IP Client and AutoExplor API are largely the
same. AutoExplor IP Client helps advanced users to start building client software to interface
with AutoExplor, since clients cannot access the ExploraVac instrument directly. AutoExplor API
allows advanced users to integrate an ExploraVac instrument into their existing software test suite
without using the AutoExplor software’s interface.
The premium version of AutoExplor is required to be able to use AutoExplor IP Client or AutoExplor
API. They can be used with any ExploraVac system (Standard, Cube, or MAX). Note that IP
Client and the API are installed with the AutoExplor software, and are preinstalled on the internal
ExploraVac MAX computer. On the ExploraVac MAX, the internal computer becomes the server
when using IP Client or the API.

NETWORK DIAGRAM EXAMPLES
AutoExplor IP Client uses AutoExplor interface

Ethernet

RS232

Network

Remote Desktop App

AutoExplor
ExploraVac
User Software
using
AutoExplor IP Client

AutoExplor API does not use AutoExplor interface

RS232

ExploraVac
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AutoExplor API
+
User Program
(i.e., LabView)

Ethernet

Network

User Software
interfaces with
User Program
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8.1 Appendix A - AutoExplor IP Client

AutoExplor IP Client User Manual
Version 1.1.0
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1.

Introduction

This document is intended to help advanced users to start building client software to interface with
AutoExplor. Unlike with the AutoExplor API, clients cannot access the ExploraVac instrument directly.
AutoExplor is required to act as the server. The structure and commands of the AutoExplor IP Client and
AutoExplor API are largely the same.

2.

Getting Started

Before getting started, make sure that:
1. AutoExplor is running and connected to the ExploraVac. The IP Client feature can only be used
with a Premium key.
2. AutoExplor is set to allow for incoming connections. Upon installing AutoExplor, this setting
is disabled. To enable this feature go to: “Settings → System Information”, and click the “Allow
Incoming Connections” button. Upon checking this for the first time, your firewall will typically pop
up and request AutoExplor be given an exception to communicate on your network. This exception
must be allowed in order for AutoExplor to accept incoming connections.
3. Your network setup allows incoming connections between the computer you are connecting from
and the computer you are connecting to. Typically, this means that your computer should be on the
same domain as the one you are connecting to. Connections from a computer to itself are always
allowed.
Once these steps are complete you are ready to build a client for AutoExplor. If the provided sample code
is not working at this stage, contact your IT department for expert help on diagnosing the problem. It is
likely a firewall issue. If your IT department requires additional assistance, please contact Ideal Vacuum.

3.

Connecting to AutoExplor

All application layer communication is done with UTF-8 encoding. Please see the included working client
code samples.

3.1

Required - AutoExplor Connection Port

To connect to AutoExplor, a TCP connection must be made. By default, AutoExplor listens on port 23513*.
Finding the IP address of your host computer can either be hard-coded or done though the discovery port
(described below).

3.2

Optional - AutoExplor Discovery Port

To find AutoExplor instances on your network, send a broadcast datagram with the string
“AutoExplorDiscovery” via UDP to port 23514* (default. This will cause all instances on your network to
respond with their “SerialNumber”, “PCName”, and “AutoExplor Version”, delimited by spaces. From the IP
address of the response, you should then be able to connect to AutoExplor as outlined above.
*In the rare case that either of these two ports are used by another program on your computer, these port
settings can be changed by going to the AutoExplor install folder -> Resources -> NetworkSettings.xml.
Change the ConnectionPort and/or DiscoveryPort attributes to an unused port on your machine.
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4.

Loading the ExploraVac Configuration

Once you have connected to AutoExplor, you can now look at its configuration. The configuration tells you
what subsystems are on the connected ExploraVac. The four categories below correspond to the different
ExploraVac subsystem types and are grouped by their behavior. Each bit of a category corresponds to
one distinct module. Below, in Section 4.1, Tables 1 – 4 denote the component that correlates to each bit.
Device (DEVICEIDS): Read-only properties that detail the current state of each 		
		 device on the ExploraVac.
Readout (READOUTIDS): Simple read-only floating-point value that also contains a
		 source unit.
Button (BUTTONIDS): Simple on/off control. These correspond to the physical
		 buttons on the control panel or the virtual buttons in AutoExplor.
Setpoint Controller (SETPOINTIDS): A complex control that attempts to keep the linked value at the
same value as its target setpoint. Also includes ramping and
soaking functionality.
Code

Description

VENT VALVE         (1)

Vent valve properties.

GATE VALVE         (2)

Gate valve properties.

ROUGH VALVE         (4)
T CUBE         (8)
TURBO WATER CHILLER       (16)
ROUGH PUMP       (32)
CRYO PLATEN PUMP       (64)
COMPRESSOR     (128)

Roughing line valve properties.
TCube solid state cooling system properties.
Liquid-cooled turbo chiller properties.
Roughing pump properties.
Coolant pump properties (ethanol cooled systems).
Air compressor properties.

TURBO     (256)

Turbo pump properties.

PURGE VALVE      (512)

Purge valve properties.

CHAMBER HEATER    (1024)
PLATEN HEATER    (2048)
VAPOR TRAP    (4096)
CHAMBER SYSTEM    (8192)
LN2 SYSTEM  (16384)

Chamber heating properties
Platen heating properties.
Vapor trap bath properties (ethanol cooled systems).
Overall system properties.
Liquid nitrogen powered cooling system properties.

Table 1: DEVICEIDS

A-4
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Code
CHILLER BATH               (8)
SAMPLE 1              (32)
PRESSURE              (64)

Description
Temperature of bath (ethanol cooled systems).
Optional thermocouple readout (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).
Pressure readout on non-pressure-controlled systems.

SAMPLE 2          (1024)

Optional thermocouple readout (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).

SAMPLE 3          (2048)

Optional thermocouple readout. (See ExploraVac manual for hookup)

SAMPLE 4           (4096)

Optional thermocouple readout. (See ExploraVac manual for hookup)

SAMPLE 5           (8192)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 6         (16384)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 7         (32768)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 8         (65536)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 9       (131072)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 10       (262144)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 11       (524288)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 12     (1048576)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 13     (2097152)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 14     (4194304)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 15     (8388608)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 16   (16777216)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 17   (33554432)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 18   (67108864)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 19 (134217728)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 20 (268435456)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

Table 2: READOUTIDS
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Code
POWER       (1)
HIGH VAC       (2)
VENT       (4)
PURGE   (128)
LIGHT   (256)
CHILLER   (512)
ROUGH (1024)

Description
On/Off switch for the system.
On/Off switch for high vacuum mode.
On/Off switch for vent mode.
On/Off switch for purge mode.
On/Off switch for chamber lighting.
On/Off switch for prechilling the ethanol bath.
On/Off switch for rough vacuum mode.

AUX 1 (2048)

On/Off relay for auxiliary port 1 (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).

AUX 2 (4096)

On/Off switch for auxiliary port 2 (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).
Table 3: BUTTONIDS

Code

Description

CHAMBER HEATING CONTROL   (8)

Chamber wall heating setpoint control.

PLATEN HEATING CONTROL (16)

Platen heating/cooling setpoint control.

PRESSURE CONTROL (64)

Roughing range setpoint pressure control.
Table 4: SETPOINTIDS
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5.

Querying Data and Setting Controls on ExploraVac

5.1

General Information

All commands to and from the server should be in UTF-8 encoding and be followed up with a line feed
(CR+LF is also acceptable). Responses are delimited by carriage return + line feed (CR+LF). When reading
a response there are two parts delimited by a semicolon. The first value is the error code found in Table 5,
below. The second value is the response body, typically delimited by spaces for multiple value responses.
Each command has an associated permissions level. There are two permission levels: “Read Only” and
“Full Control”. The default permissions level when a client connects is “Read Only”. A client with “Read
Only” permissions is only allowed to view data from the ExploraVac and cannot manipulate the device in
any way. Any number of clients are allowed to have “Read Only” permissions. Only the host or a single
connected client is allowed to have “Full Control”. A client/host with “Full Control” permissions is allowed
to manipulate the ExploraVac freely, start recipes, etc. If a client with “Full Control” disconnects, the host
takes back “Full Control” privileges. Clients cannot request “Full Control” while another client has control
but can while the host has control. The host machine can always take back control by going to “Settings
→ System Information” and clicking the “Take Control” button. Additionally, the host machine can forcefully
disconnect a client if desired from the “Settings → System Information” page. In this way, AutoExplor
directly connected to the ExploraVac will never be denied from controlling the ExploraVac to which it is
connected. The physical button panel and the emergency stop are not affected by AutoExplor.

5.2

Responses

All commands have a unified pattern. Every response from the host has a status delimited by a semicolon
then a response body. In addition, each command ends with CR+LF. Status Codes are found below in
Table 5.
Response Pattern: {STATUSCODE};{RESPONSEBODY}\r\n
STATUSCODE: Status of the command executed. (See below.)
RESPONSEBODY: The data from the command. (See command response for details per response)
Note: A Success (0) code does not guarantee the desired effect was achieved. Rather, it indicates that the
command was attempted. This may cause confusion and a source of bugs in client code. Many factors
can cause a module to switch state, from errors to system state. It is good practice to continually check the
status of a particular module to verify it is behaving as expected.
Code

Description

Success  (0)

Command executed without issue.

Not Run  (1)

Command not executed for some reason.

Not Allowed  (2)
Incorrectly Formed  (3)
Permissions Error  (4)
Disconnected ( 5)
Server Error  (6)
Not Recognized  (7)

Command not allowed to be run, due to configuration or state of system.
Command could not be executed due to improper syntax.
Command needs elevated permissions (Full Control) before executing.
ExploraVac disconnected from the host.
Unexpected error occurred while executing the command.
Command not recognized by the server.

Table 5: STATUSCODES
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5.3

Keep Alive Packets

To handle unexpected disconnects, the server requires every client to make a request every 10 minutes. If
a client remains silent for 10 minutes after its last request (including incorrectly formed requests), the client
will be disconnected by the host. Keep this in mind if you have a lightweight process.

5.4

Configuration Commands

5.4.1 GetDeviceConfiguration
Usage: GetDeviceConfiguration Response Body: {CONFIG}
Summary: Gets the device configuration of the system.
Permissions: Read Only.
CONFIG: Returns the device configuration of the system (see Table 1: DEVICEIDS).
5.4.2

GetReadoutConfiguration
Usage: GetReadoutConfiguration Response Body: {CONFIG}
Summary: Gets the readout configuration of the system.
Permissions: Read Only.
CONFIG: Returns the readout configuration of the system (see Table 2: READOUTIDS).

5.4.3

GetButtonConfiguration
Usage: GetButtonConfiguration Response Body: {CONFIG}
Summary: Gets the button configuration of the system.
Permissions: Read Only.
CONFIG: Returns the button configuration of the system (see Table 3: BUTTONIDS).

5.4.4

GetSetpointConfiguration
Usage: GetSetpointConfiguration Response Body: {CONFIG}
Summary: Gets the setpoint configuration of the system.
Permissions: Read Only
CONFIG: Returns the setpoint configuration of the system (see Table 4: SETPOINTIDS).

5.5

Device Commands

5.5.1

GetDeviceName
Usage: GetDeviceName {DEVICEID} Response Body: {NAME}
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the device.
Permissions: Read Only.
DEVICEID: Device Identifier.
NAME: Name of the device.

5.5.2

GetDeviceState
Usage: GetDeviceState {DEVICEID} Response Body: {ON/OFF}
Summary: Gets the state for the device.
Permissions: Read Only.
DEVICEID: Device Identifier.
ON/OFF: 1 = On, 0 = Off

A-8
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5.5.3

GetDeviceProperties

System devices vary between ExploraVac configurations, and each system device has different propeties.
For example, the device properties of one model of turbo pump are different than the device properties
of another model. GetDeviceProperties gets all the different properties for a device and outputs them in
comma-delimited keys. These keys are space and case sensitive. Use these keys in GetDeviceProperty
to get the value for that particular property.
Usage: GetDeviceProperties {DEVICEID} Response Body: {DATA}
Summary: Gets the comma-delimited names for each property on the device.
Permissions: Read Only
DEVICEID: Device Identifier.
DATA: Comma-delimited string that contains the properties of the device (there may be spaces).
		 Example mapping from CHAMBER SYSTEM:
			

“System Current , Cabinet Temp , Ion Gauge” →

			

“System Current “ , “Cabinet Temp “ , “Ion Gauge”

5.5.4

GetDeviceProperty
Usage: GetDeviceProperty {DEVICEID} “{PROPERTYNAME}” Response Body: {DATA}
Summary: Gets the property value and tag (if applicable) for the device.
Permissions: Read Only.
DEVICEID: Device Identifier.

PROPERTYNAME: Property from which to retrieve the value. Use double quotes around the key.
DATA: Value of the property with unit tag appended (i.e., “System Current “ → 10.2Amps)
5.5.5

GetDevicePropertyNoUnits
Usage: GetDevicePropertyNoUnits {DEVICEID} “{PROPERTYNAME}” Response Body: {DATA}
Summary: Gets the property value for the device.
Permissions: Read Only.
DEVICEID: Device Identifier.

PROPERTYNAME: Property from which to retrieve the value. Use double quotes around the key.
DATA: Value of the property, no units (i.e., “System Current “ → 10.2)

5.6

Button Commands

5.6.1 GetButtonName
Usage: GetButtonName {BUTTONID} Response Body: {NAME}
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the button.
Permissions: Read Only.
BUTTONID: Button Identifier.
NAME: Name of the button.
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5.6.2

GetButtonState

Buttons and setpoints have a “colorStatus” field. Color states represent actual operation of the control. A
control can be “on” but in a startup sequence (BLINK GREEN). In this “BLINK GREEN” example, the color
represents a startup sequence, whereas the “On/Off” field represents the desire for the control to be on.
See the definitions section at the end of this section and the ExploraVac manual for a chart on color state
indicators for buttons and setpoints.
Usage: GetButtonName {BUTTONID} Response Body: {ON/OFF} {COLORSTATE}
Summary: Gets the state of the button.
Permissions: Read Only.
BUTTONID: Button Identifier.
ON/OFF: 1 = On, 0 = Off
COLORSTATE: Color state of the setpoint control. Typically, 0 (None) = off, 1 (Solid Green) = on.
		 Others are detailed at the end of this section and in the ExploraVac manual.
5.6.2 SetButtonState
Usage: SetButtonState {BUTTONID} {ON/OFF} Response Body:
Summary: Tries to set the button to desired state.
Permissions: Full Control.
BUTTONID: Button Identifier.
ON/OFF: 1 = On, 0 = Off

5.7

Readout Commands

5.7.1 GetReadoutName
Usage: GetReadoutName {READOUTID} Response Body: {NAME}
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the readout.
Permissions: Read Only.
READOUTID: Readout Identifier.
NAME: Name of the readout.
5.7.2

GetReadoutNativeUnit
Usage: GetReadoutNativeUnit {READOUTID} Response Body: {UNIT}
Summary: Gets the native unit for the readout (Torr / °C typically).
Permissions: Read Only.
READOUTID: Readout Identifier.
UNIT: Native unit in which this readout operates.

5.7.3

GetReadoutProcessValue
Usage: GetReadoutProcessValue {READOUTID} Response Body: {VALUE}
Summary: Gets the value of the readout in native units.
Permissions: Read Only.
READOUTID: Readout Identifier.
VALUE: Value of the readout. NaN indicates invalid data (sensor may be off or starting up).

A-10
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5.8

Setpoint Commands

5.8.1

GetSetpointName
Usage: GetSetpointName {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {NAME}
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the setpoint.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
NAME: Name of the setpoint.

5.8.2 GetSetpointNativeUnit
Usage: GetSetpointNativeUnit {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {UNIT}
Summary: Gets the native unit for the setpoint (Torr / °C typically).
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
UNIT: Native unit in which this setpoint operates. This does not change when swapping to alt(ft.).
5.8.3

GetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState

Because altitude works in a non-linear fashion, this function exists to assist users in setting setpoints and
ramp rates. This mode persists on ExploraVac and will remain even if you restart AutoExplorAPI. This
mode only exists for pressure.
Usage: GetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {YES/NO}
Summary: Gets if this is in altitude mode.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
YES/NO: 1 = alt(ft.) mode, 0 = standard (Torr) mode
5.8.4

GetSetpointCanDoAltitude
Usage: GetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {YES/NO}
Summary: Gets if this setpoint can be put into altitude mode.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
YES/NO: 1 = Can do Altitude Mode,  0 = Cannot do Altitude Mode.

5.8.5

GetSetpointState

Buttons and setpoints have a “colorStatus” field. Color states represent actual operation of the control. A
control can be “on” but in a startup sequence (BLINK GREEN). In this “BLINK GREEN” example, the color
represents a startup sequence, whereas the “On/Off” field represents the desire for the control to be on.
See the definitions section at the end of this section and the ExploraVac manual for a chart on color state
indicators for buttons and setpoints.
Usage: GetSetpointState {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {ON/OFF} {COLORSTATE}
Summary: Gets the current status of the setpoint controller
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
ON/OFF: 1 = On, 0 = Off
COLORSTATE: Color state of the setpoint control. Typically, 0 (None) = off, 1 (Solid Green) = on.
		 Others are detailed at the end of this section and in the ExploraVac manual.
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5.8.6

GetSetpointProcessValue
Usage: GetSetpointProcessValue {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {VALUE}
Summary: Gets the native value that this setpoint controller is monitoring.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
VALUE: The sensor value in native units. Always native unit regardless of altitude mode.

5.8.7

GetSetpointTargetValue
Usage: GetSetpointProcessValue {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {VALUE}
Summary: Gets the setpoint target value.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
VALUE: The value of the setpoint in native units. Always native unit regardless of altitude mode.

5.8.8

GetSetpointTTV

This is the value that the ExploraVac is attempting to reach at any given moment (temperature or pressure).
When a ramp rate has not been specified, the SetpointTTV value equals the user entered setpoint value.
When a ramp rate (temperature or pressure) has been specified, the SetpointTTV will be different than the
user entered target setpoint value . The SetpointTTV will approach the target setpoint until it is reached.
Example: You are ramping from 20°C to 30°C at a ramp rate of 2°C per minute. After the first minute,
the TTV will be 22°C. At two minutes, the TTV will be 24°C, and so on until the entered setpoint value is
reached. Meanwhile, the user entered target setpoint value remains constant at 30°C.
Usage: GetSetpointTTV {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {VALUE}
Summary: Gets the Transient Target Value (TTV) of the setpoint.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
VALUE: The value of the TTV in native units. Always in native units regardless of altitude mode.
5.8.9

GetSetpointRampValue
Usage: GetSetpointRampValue {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {VALUE}
Summary: Gets the native units per minute ramp rate of the control. In altitude mode, this is in ft./min.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
VALUE: The ramp rate in native units or ft./min. depending on mode. 0 = Max Ramp Rate

A-12
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5.8.10 GetSetpointModeOptions

Modes exist on some setpoint controllers based on the system’s configuration. These modes are comma
delimited. See the ExploraVac manual for more details on modes and their operation.
Example: A system with purge lines and a pressure setpoint controller will have vent, purge, and active
purging (actprg) options available from which to select. Alternatively, a system without purge lines will not
have any mode options available, as it can only vent.
Usage: GetSetpointModeOptions {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {DATA}
Summary: Gets the comma delimited operating setpoint modes, or empty string if no modes present.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
DATA: Comma-delimited string containing the setpoint modes, or empty string if no modes present.
Example of possible PRESSURE CONTROL: “vent,purge,actprg”-> “vent”, “purge”, “actprg”
5.8.11 GetSetpointMode
Usage: GetSetpointMode {SETPOINTID} Response Body: {MODE}
Summary: Gets the current mode of the setpoint controller, or empty string if no modes present.
Permissions: Read Only.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
MODE: String that indicates the current mode of the setpoint.
5.8.12 SetSetpointTargetValue
Usage: SetSetpointTargetValue {SETPOINTID} {VALUE}  {FROMVALUE} Response Body:
Summary: Sets the setpoint target of the controller.
Permissions: Full Control.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
VALUE: This is the value that the setpoint controller will ramp to.
FROMVALUE: (Optional) If FROMVALUE is not used, this will ramp from the current value. If it is used, it
will ramp from the value provided.
5.8.13 SetSetpointRamp
Usage: SetSetpointRamp {SETPOINTID} {VALUE} Response Body:
Summary: Sets the setpoint ramp rate.
Permissions: Full Control.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
VALUE: The value to set the ramp rate in native units. If altitude mode is active, use alt(ft.) instead.
5.8.14 SetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState
Usage: SetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState {SETPOINTID} {ON/OFF} Response Body:
Summary: Sets the mode to value given. See GetSetpointIsInAltitude above section for more details
on how this special mode functions.
Permissions: Full Control.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
ON/OFF: 1 = alt(ft.) mode, 0 = standard (Torr) mode
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5.8.15 SetSetpointState
Usage: SetSetpointState {SETPOINTID} {ON/OFF} Response Body:
Summary: Queues up setting the button to the desired state on the next call to Update().
Permissions: Full Control.
SETPOINTID: Setpoint Identifier.
ON/OFF: 1 = On, 0 = Off

5.9

Global Commands

5.9.1

RequestControl
Usage: RequestControl Response:
Summary: Requests full control from the host. If available this returns a success.
Permissions: Read Only.

5.9.2

RelinquishControl

Usage: RelinquishControl Response Body:
Summary: Downgrades client to “Read Only” privileges and give back control to the host.
Permissions: Full Control.
5.9.3

StartRecipe
Usage: StartRecipe {PATH} Response Body:
Summary: Starts a recipe on the host system.
Permissions: Full Control.

PATH: Absolute path of the recipe file FROM THE HOST. Alternatively, attempts to find via a local
		 path from the default recipe directory on the host.
5.9.4

StopRecipe
Usage: StopRecipe Response Body:
Summary: Stops a recipe on the host system.
Permissions: Full Control.

5.9.5

IsRecipeRunning
Usage: IsRecipeRunning Response Body: {YES/NO}
Summary: Checks to see if a recipe is running on the system.
Permissions: Read Only.
YES/NO: 1 = Yes, 0 = No
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5.10 Definitions
Code

Description
NONE   (0)

SOLID GREEN   (1)

Device control is off. Physical button panel is SOLID RED.
Devices control is on and running properly.

SOLID RED   (2)

Reserved.

SOLID YELLOW   (3)

Reserved.

SOLID BLUE   (4)

Reserved.

BLINK RED   (5)
BLINK GREEN   (6)

Typically used for error state. See ExploraVac manual.
Typically used for standby state. See ExploraVac manual.

GREEN YELLOW   (7)

See ExploraVac manual.

GREEN RED   (8)

See ExploraVac manual.

RED YELLOW   (9)
BLINK BLUE (10)

See “Blink Yellow” in ExploraVac manual.
Reserved.

Table 6: COLORSTATES
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6.

Error, Warning, and Service Notifications

Error, warning, and service handling follow the same scheme as buttons, readouts, devices, and setpoints.
Each is an enumerated value with a bit representing if that error is active or not. Services have one special
facet in that you likely need to mark it as serviced when you have completed your maintenance. For
maintenance items such as tip seal replacement for a pump where there is no detection on change of the
system, an estimated lifetime needs to be reset on the pump. Notification values can be queried using the
functions listed in Tables 7, 8, and 9, below. Some notifications can occur while the system is off, but most
occur only when the system is on.

6.1

Errors

6.1.1

GetExploraVacSystemErrors
Usage: GetExploraVacSystemErrors Response Body: {CODES}
Summary: Gets the current errors on the system. Use ERRORDEFINITIONS to decode.
CODES: The current error state of the system.
Code
CHAMBER OVER TEMP        (1)
TC CHAMBER BURNOUT        (2)
PLATEN OVER TEMP        (4)
TC PLATEN BURNOUT        (8)

CHAMBER OVER PRESSURE      (16)
ROUGH PUMP ERROR       (32)
NO TANK PRESSURE       (64)
TC PUMP FLOW FAULT     (128)

Description
Chamber temperature more than failure threshold.
Chamber thermocouple unplugged or failed.
Platen temperature more than failure threshold.
Platen thermocouple unplugged or failed.
Gauges detecting an overpressure condition inside the chamber.
Roughing pump error detected. See device properties.
Compressor low or zero air pressure.
TCube chiller failed due to a pump flow fault or blockage.

ETH PUMP STUCK     (256)

Ethanol pump relay sticking or failing.

OXY LVL CRITICAL     (512)

LN2 system detected unsafe atmospheric oxygen levels.

TURBO COM FAIL   (1024)
ROUGH COM FAILED   (2048)
LN2 HEAT FAILURE   (4096)
LN2 EX TC BURNOUT   (8192)
OUT OF LN2 (16384)

Communication with turbo pump disrupted.
Communication with roughing pump disrupted.
LN2 exhaust temperature more than 200°C. LN2 system shutdown.
LN2 exhaust thermocouple unplugged or failed.
LN2 fully depleted. LN2 system shutdown.

Table 7: Error Codes
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6.2

Warnings

6.2.1 GetExploraVacSystemWarnings
Usage: GetExploraVacSystemWarnings Response Body: {CODES}
Summary: Gets the current warnings on the system. Use WARNINGDEFINITIONS to decode.
CODES: The current warning state of the system.
Code
CHAMBER OVER TEMP   (1)
LN2 LOW    (2)
PLATEN OVER TEMP    (4)
GATE VALVE N OPEN     (8)
GATE VALVE N CLOSED   (16)

Description
Chamber temperature more than warning threshold.
LN2 system tanks nearly empty.
Platen temperature more than warning threshold.
Cannot detect or verify gate valve is open.
Cannot detect or verify gate valve is closed.

ROUGH PUMP ERROR   (32)

Roughing pump warning detected. See device properties.

TC CHILLER BURNOUT   (64)

Chiller thermocouple unplugged or failed.

LN2 HEAT WARN  (128)
GAUGE C WARNING  (256)
TC PUMP FLOW FAULT  (512)
ETH FULL ALARM (1024)
VENT W ION GAUGE (2048)
OXY SENSOR OUT (4096)

Exhaust temperature on LN2 system nearing shutdown level.
Differential between absolute and Convectron pressure gauges too great.
Temp differential between cold plate and coolant outlet out of range.
Fluid level fill switch has been triggered.
Ion gauge won’t shutdown and preventing venting.
LN2 oxygen sensor missing or nearing oxygen shutdown levels.

Table 8: Warning Codes
6.3

Service Notifications

6.3.1

GetExploraVacServiceNotifications
Usage: GetExploraVacServiceNotifications Response Body: {CODES}
Summary: Gets the current service issues on the system. Use SERVICEDEFINITIONS to decode.
CODES: The current service state of the system.

6.3.2

MarkExploraVacServiceReset
Usage: MarkExploraVacServiceReset {CODE} Response Body:
Summary: Resets a single service issue on the system.
CODE: The service notification you want to mark as “serviced.”
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Code

Description
TIPSEAL        (1)

PUMPBEARINGS        (2)
TURBOBEARINGS        (4)
PLATEN ETHANOL HIGH        (8)
PLATEN TCUBE COOLANT       (16)

Check/Replace roughing pump tip seals (24 months.).
Replace roughing pump bearings (60 months).
Service turbo pump bearings (48 months).
Chiller reservoir overfilled.
TCube coolant is low.

ROUGH VALVE       (32)

Rebuild/replace pneumatic roughing line valve (1.5M cycles).

PURGE VALVE       (64)

Rebuild/replace pneumatic purge line valve (1.5M cycles).

VENT VALVE      (128)
FORELINE VALVE      (256)
DELTAP      (512)
GATE VALVE     (1024)
ION GAUGE     (2048)

Rebuild/replace pneumatic vent line valve (1.5M cycles).
Rebuild/replace pneumatic foreline valve (1.5M cycles).
Rebuild/replace Delta-P valve (500k cycles).
Rebuild/replace pneumatic gate valve (100k cycles).
Ion gauge needs degassing (3 months).

REPLACE ION     (4096)

Ion gauge needs replaced (20k hours).

PLC BATTERY     (8192)

PLC battery low on charge.

PLATEN ETHANOL LOW   (16384)

Chiller fluid reservoir is low.

ROUGH COMMANDVALVE   (32768)

Rebuild/replace roughing CommnandValve (30M degrees).

PURGE COMMANDVALVE   (65536)

Rebuild/replace purge CommandValve (30M degrees).

VENT COMMANDVALVE (131072)

Rebuild/replace vent CommandValve (30M degrees).

Table 9: Service Codes

7.

Additional Notes
hhThermocouple setpoint and readout process values are rounded to the nearest 1/10th of a degree.
hhSetpoint TTV values utilizing thermocouples are rounded to 1/100th of a degree.
hhFor simulated altitude calculation, NASA’s atmospheric model is used:

					
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/atmosmet.html
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1.

Introduction

AutoExplor API (application programming interface) is for advanced users who want to integrate their
ExploraVAC instrument into an existing software test suite without using the AutoExplor software’s interface.
The AutoExplor API is available only with the premium version of AutoExplor only.
The primary focus of this document will be importing AutoExplorAPI into a traditional programming  
language. AutoExplorAPI is built upon a modular framework and can be used to communicate with and
control any ExploraVac system. This document shows you how to work within the modular framework,
enumerates the coding functions available, and provides some basic code to get you started.

2.

Getting Started

Before getting started, make sure that:
1. You have AutoExplorAPI.dll. It is located in the install directory of AutoExplor. Feel free to make a
copy to use in your software solution. AutoExplorAPI only requires Microsoft’s .NET 4.7.2 Runtime
to run which is found on most modern computers. The AutoExplor installer will make sure you have
the required dependency on your machine. The default directory for AutoExplorAPI.dll installation
is C:/Program Files (x86)/IdealVac/AutoExplor/
2. You have a working connection to your ExploraVac and it is receiving power.
			(Connect to the RS-232 port on the ExploraVac)
3. You know the serial number of the ExploraVac system to which you are connected.
(On the back of the machine or through AutoExplor→Settings→System Information)
4. You have the path to your premium *.ivpkey file of the device you are connecting to. By default,
each key is named by it’s ExploraVac serial number. These keys are in your install directory under
Resources/Keys. The default directory for ivpkey installations is C:/Program Files (x86)/IdealVac/
AutoExplor/Resources/Keys/. Feel free to make copies to use in your software.
AutoExplorAPI requires a premium AutoExplor software subscription and requires annual renewal to
maintain premium status. Premium keys revert to basic keys when they expire. Basic keys can be used to
run the standalone version of AutoExplor only, and only with manual functions enabled.

3.

LabView Setup

Found in the AutoExplor install directory is a LabView sample project file (LabViewSample.lvlps). The
default directory for this project is C:/Program Files (x86)/IdealVac/AutoExplor/LabView Sample Project/.
The main VI is MainProgram.vi. This provides a basic working button panel to get you started.
Make sure you have everything required from Section 2 (above). You will need to configure the serial
number and *.ivpkey path prior to calling the “AutoExplorInit” subvi. From there, follow subvis in order to
understand how to adapt it to your project. Use the information in this manual to assist in understanding
and extending the project further. Note that integration with LabView is not this manual’s primary focus.

4.		VB.Net Setup
The following snippets are solely in VB.net. You can import this in Visual Studio 2019 by creating/using an
existing project then right-clicking in solution explorer References → Add Reference... → Browse on the
left panel → Browse... button and navigating to AutoExplorAPI.dll. In your project you should now be able
to perform: Imports AutoExplorAPI
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5.

Connecting to ExploraVac

In order to use AutoExplorAPI, you need to initialize two classes under the AutoExplor namespace:
AutoExplorSettings and AutoExplorHandle. The handle maintains your communication instance and handles
all data transfer to and from the ExploraVac. AutoExplorSettings maintains settings for AutoExplorHandle
to use when connecting to ExploraVac.

5.1

AutoExplorSettings

Pass in the UTF-8 string of the .ivpkey and serial number.
SoftwareKey: The .ivpkey written as a UTF-8  string.
SerialNumber: The serial number of the device you are connecting to.
Mode: Future expansion option: keep at CM SERIAL(default). For now.
NetworkIP: Future expansion option. Keep default values.
NetworkPort: Future expansion option. Keep default values.
Alternatively, use member SetSoftwareKeyFromFile:
Sub SetSoftwareKeyFromFile(filePath As String)
Summary: Loads and stores the *.ivpkey into SoftwareKey.
filePath (in): The full path to where the key on disk is stored.

5.2

AutoExplorHandle

Default construct an instance of AutoExplorHandle then pass into Initialize(...) the settings you generated
above. If this function returns True, it completed successfully. Next, connect to your ExploraVac by calling
the Connect(...) method of AutoExplorHandle. You will likely encounter an exception now. Read the
message generated in order to remedy the issue. If you did everything correctly, your initialization code
should appear like this and operate without issues:
Imports System.IO
		
Imports AutoExplorAPI.AutoExplor
’Takes  the keyFile  path , and the serialnumber  and inputs them into  settings. Gives back an
			AutoExplorHandle to be used beyond this location.
Private  Function  GenerateHandle(keyFile As String , serialNumber As String ) As AutoExplorHandle
		
Try
				Dim fileStream  As FileStream  = New FileStream(keyFile, FileMode.Open)
				Dim keyStream As New StreamReader(fileStream)
				Dim aExplorSettings  As New AutoExplorSettings()
				
aExplorSettings . SerialNumber = serialNumber
aExplorSettings . SoftwareKey = keyStream. ReadToEnd()
aExplorSettings . Mode = ConnectionMode.CM_SERIAL
				Dim handle As AutoExplorHandle = New AutoExplorHandle()
				Dim isGood As Boolean = True
’ Initializes the handle with the settings.
				
isGood = handle. Initialize (aExplorSettings )
				’Attempts to connect to the ExploraVac.
				
isGood = handle. Connect()
				Return handle
			Catch ex As Exception
Debug.WriteLine(ex.Message)
				Return Nothing
			End Try
		
End Function
B-4
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6.

Loading the ExploraVac’s Configuration

Now that you have connected to your ExploraVac, you can now look at its configuration. These are provided
by four functions in AutoExplorHandle. The configuration tells you what is on the connected ExploraVac.
The categories below correspond to the different types of systems on the ExploraVac. They are grouped
by behavior. Each bit of a category corresponds to one distict module. They are found in AutoExplorAPI
enumerations (Tables 1 - 4).
Device (DEVICEIDS): Read-only properties that detail the current state of each device 		
		 on the ExploraVac.
Readout (READOUTIDS): Simple read-only floating point value. Also contains a source unit.
Button (BUTTONIDS): Simple on/off control. These correspond to the physical buttons
		 on the control panel or the virtual buttons in AutoExplor.
Setpoint Controller (SETPOINTIDS):A complex control that attempts to keep the linked value at the 		
same value as its target setpoint. Also includes ramping and
soaking functionality.

6.1

Configuration Query Code Sample

Definitions from AutoExplorHandle:
Public Sub GetDeviceConfiguration(<Out()>  ByRef deviceConfigReference As UInteger)
		
		Public Sub GetButtonSubsystemConfiguration(<Out()>  ByRef buttonConfigReference As UInteger)
		Public Sub GetSetpointSubsystemConfiguration (<Out()>  ByRef spConfigReference As UInteger)
		Public Sub GetReadoutConfiguration(<Out()>  ByRef readoutConfigReference As UInteger)

Class snippet for querying and storing the configuration:
Imports AutoExplorAPI.AutoExplor
		
Class ExploraVacConfig
			Public Property DeviceIDs As UInt32
			Public Property ButtonIDs As UInt32
			Public Property ReadoutIDs As UInt32
			Public Property SetpointIDs As UInt32
			Public Sub New(handle As AutoExplorHandle)
handle . GetDeviceConfiguration (DeviceIDs)
handle . GetButtonSubsystemConfiguration(ButtonIDs)
handle . GetSetpointSubsystemConfiguration (ReadoutIDs)
handle . GetReadoutConfiguration( SetpointIDs )
			
End Sub
		End Class
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6.2

Configuration Tables
Code

Description

VENT VALVE         (1)

Vent valve properties.

GATE VALVE         (2)

Gate valve properties.

ROUGH VALVE         (4)
T CUBE         (8)
TURBO WATER CHILLER       (16)
ROUGH PUMP       (32)
CRYO PLATEN PUMP       (64)
COMPRESSOR     (128)

Roughing line valve properties.
TCube solid state cooling system properties.
Liquid-cooled turbo chiller properties.
Roughing pump properties.
Coolant pump properties (ethanol cooled systems).
Air compressor properties.

TURBO     (256)

Turbo pump properties.

PURGE VALVE      (512)

Purge valve properties.

CHAMBER HEATER    (1024)
PLATEN HEATER    (2048)
VAPOR TRAP    (4096)
CHAMBER SYSTEM    (8192)
LN2 SYSTEM  (16384)

Chamber heating properties
Platen heating properties.
Vapor trap bath properties (ethanol cooled systems).
Overall system properties.
Liquid nitrogen powered cooling system properties.

Table 1: DEVICEIDS
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Code
CHILLER BATH               (8)
SAMPLE 1              (32)
PRESSURE              (64)

Description
Temperature of bath (ethanol cooled systems).
Optional thermocouple readout (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).
Pressure readout on non-pressure-controlled systems.

SAMPLE 2          (1024)

Optional thermocouple readout (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).

SAMPLE 3          (2048)

Optional thermocouple readout. (See ExploraVac manual for hookup)

SAMPLE 4           (4096)

Optional thermocouple readout. (See ExploraVac manual for hookup)

SAMPLE 5           (8192)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 6         (16384)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 7         (32768)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 8         (65536)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 9       (131072)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 10       (262144)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 11       (524288)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 12     (1048576)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 13     (2097152)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 14     (4194304)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 15     (8388608)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 16   (16777216)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 17   (33554432)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 18   (67108864)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 19 (134217728)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

SAMPLE 20 (268435456)

Optional thermocouple readout (optional thermocouple package required).

Table 2: READOUTIDS
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Code
POWER       (1)
HIGH VAC       (2)
VENT       (4)
PURGE   (128)
LIGHT   (256)
CHILLER   (512)
ROUGH (1024)

Description
On/Off switch for the system.
On/Off switch for high vacuum mode.
On/Off switch for vent mode.
On/Off switch for purge mode.
On/Off switch for chamber lighting.
On/Off switch for prechilling the ethanol bath.
On/Off switch for rough vacuum mode.

AUX 1 (2048)

On/Off relay for auxiliary port 1 (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).

AUX 2 (4096)

On/Off switch for auxiliary port 2 (see ExploraVac manual for hookup).
Table 3: BUTTONIDS

Code

Description

CHAMBER HEATING CONTROL   (8)

Chamber wall heating setpoint control.

PLATEN HEATING CONTROL (16)

Platen heating/cooling setpoint control.

PRESSURE CONTROL (64)

Roughing range setpoint pressure control.
Table 4: SETPOINTIDS
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7.

Querying Data And Setting Controls on ExploraVac

Before querying any data coming from ExploraVac, you must call the Sub Update(). Some data such as
device properties and gauge values will additionally not be available until the system (POWER button) is
on and a turn on sequence on the machine has completed. For applicable values, query functions return
“True” to indicate valid data and “False” to indicate that the parameter has not been changed.
Update() is part of the AutoExplorHandle object that was used to create a connection to the ExploraVac
in previous examples. Update() indicates it would like to synchronize AutoExplorAPI and ExploraVac. Any
changes made since calling Update() will also be syncronized on ExploraVac. This is typically in your main
update loop. An example is provided at the end of this section.
Note: If the system is off, readouts and device properties maintain their last known values.

7.1

Configuration Functions

7.1.1

GetDeviceConfiguration

		Sub GetDeviceConfiguration(<Out()> ByRef config As UInteger)
Summary: Gets the device configuration of the system.
config: Returns the device configuration of the system (see Table 1: DEVICEIDS)
7.1.2

GetReadoutConfiguration

		Sub GetReadoutConfiguration(<Out()> ByRef config As UInteger)
Summary: Gets the readout configuration of the system.
config: Returns the readout configuration of the system (see Table 2: READOUTIDS)
7.1.3

GetButtonSubsystemConfiguration

		Sub GetButtonSubsystemConfiguration(<Out()> ByRef config As UInteger)
Summary: Gets the button configuration of the system.
config: Returns the button configuration of the system (see Table 3: BUTTONIDS)
7.1.4

GetSetpointSubsystemConfiguration

		Sub GetSetpointSubsystemConfiguration(<Out()> ByRef config As UInteger)
Summary: Gets the setpoint configuration of the system.
config: Returns the setpoint configuration of the system (see Table 4: SETPOINTIDS)
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7.2

Device Functions

7.2.1

GetDeviceName

		Sub GetDeviceName(id As DEVICEIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the device.
id: Device Identifier.
value: Name of the device.
7.2.2

GetDeviceState

Sub GetDeviceState(id As DEVICEIDS, ByRef isOn As Boolean)
Summary: Gets the state for the device.
id: Device Identifier.
isOn: True = On, False = Off
7.2.3

GetDeviceProperties

System devices vary between ExploraVac configurations, and each system device has different propeties.
For example, the device properties of one model of turbo pump are different than the device properties of
another model. GetDeviceProperties gets all the different properties for a device and outputs them in commadelimited keys. These keys are space and case sensitive. Pass these names back to GetDeviceProperty()
in order to get the value for that particular property.
Sub GetDeviceProperties(id As DEVICEIDS, ByRef values As String)
Summary: Gets the comma-delimited names for each property on the device.
id: Device Identifier.
values: Comma-delimited string that contains the properties of the device.

			Example output from CHAMBER SYSTEM:
		“System Current, Cabinet Temp, Ion Gauge”-> “System Current”, “Cabinet Temp”, “Ion Gauge”
7.2.4

GetDeviceProperty

Sub GetDeviceProperty(id As DEVICEIDS, propertyName As String, ByRef 		
value As String)
Summary: Gets the property value and tag (if applicable) for the device.
id: Device Identifier.
propertyName: Property to retrieve the value from.
value: Value of the property with unit tag appended (i.e. “System Current” → 10.2 Amps)
7.2.5

GetDevicePropertyNoUnits

Sub GetDevicePropertyNoUnits(id As DEVICEIDS, propertyName As String, 		
ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets the property value for the device.
id: Device Identifier.
propertyName: Property to retrieve the value from.
value: Value of the property, no units (i.e. “System Current” → 10.2)
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7.3

Button Functions

7.3.1

GetButtonName

Sub GetButtonName(id As BUTTONIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the button.
id: Button Identifier.
value: Name of the button.
7.3.2

GetButtonState

Buttons and setpoints have a “colorStatus” field. Color states represent actual operation of the control. A
control can be “on” but in a startup sequence (BLINK GREEN). In this “BLINK GREEN” example, the color
represents a startup sequence, whereas the “isOn” field represents the desire for the control to be on.
See the definitions section at the end of this section and the ExploraVac manual for a chart on color state
indicators for buttons and setpoints.
		
Sub GetButtonState(id As BUTTONIDS, ByRef isOn As Boolean, ByRef 			
		
colorStatus As COLORSTATES)
Summary: Gets the state of the button.
id: Button Identifier.
isOn: True = On, False = Off
colorStatus: Color state of the button. Typically,  none means off, solid green is on, and others are
		 detailed at the bottom of this section and ExploraVac manual.
7.3.3

SetButtonState

Sub SetButtonState(id As BUTTONIDS, isOn As Boolean)
Summary: Queues up setting the button to your desired state on the next call to Update.
id: Button Identifier.
isOn: True = On, False = Off
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7.4

Readout Functions

7.4.1

GetReadoutName

Sub GetReadoutName(id As READOUTIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the readout
id: Readout Identifier.
value: Name of the readout.

7.4.2

GetReadoutNativeUnit

Sub GetReadoutNativeUnit(id As READOUTIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets the native unit for the readout. (Torr / °C typically)
id: Readout Identifier.
value: Native unit that this readout operates in.
7.4.3

GetReadoutProcessValue

Function GetReadoutProcessValue(id As READOUTIDS, ByRef value As Single)
As Boolean
Summary: Gets the value of the readout in native units.
return: Data filled. False = No value (system off/readout in standby). True = value updated.
id: Readout Identifier.
value: Value of the readout.
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7.5

Setpoint Functions

7.5.1

GetSetpointName

Sub GetSetpointName(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets a friendly name for the setpoint.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: Name of the setpoint.
7.5.2

GetSetpointNativeUnit

Sub GetSetpointNativeUnit(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets the native unit for the setpoint. (Torr / °C typically)
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: Value of the process value monitored by the setpoint controller.
Note: This does not change by swapping to alt(ft.) mode (see below).
7.5.3

GetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState

Because altitude works in a non-linear fashion, this function exists to assist users in setting setpoints and
ramp rates. This mode persists on ExploraVac and will remain even if you restart AutoExplorAPI. This
mode only exists for pressure.
Sub GetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As
Boolean)
Summary: Gets if this is in altitude mode.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: True = alt(ft.) mode, False = standard (Torr) mode
7.5.4

GetSetpointCanDoAltitude

Sub GetSetpointCanDoAltitude(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As Boolean)
Summary: Gets if this setpoint can be put in altitude mode.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: True = Can do Altitude Mode, False = Cannot do Altitude Mode.
7.5.5

GetSetpointState

Buttons and setpoints have a “colorStatus” field. Color states represent actual operation of the control. A
control can be “on” but in a startup sequence (BLINK GREEN). In this “BLINK GREEN” example, the color
represents a startup sequence, whereas the “controlOn” field represents the desire for the control to be on.
See the definitions section at the end of this section and the ExploraVac manual for a chart on color state
indicators for buttons and setpoints.
Sub GetSetpointState(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef controlOn As Boolean, ByRef
colorStatus As COLORSTATES)
Summary: Gets the current status of the setpoint controller
id: Setpoint Identifier.
controlOn: True = On, False = Off
colorStatus: Color state of the setpoint control. Typically, none means off, Sollid Green means on.
		 Others are detailed at the end of this section and in the ExploraVac manual.
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7.5.6
`

GetSetpointProcessValue

Function GetSetpointProcessValue(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As
Single)As Boolean

		

Summary: Gets the native value that this setpoint controller is monitoring.
return: Data filled. False = No value (system off/readout in standby). True = value updated.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: The sensor value in native units. Always native unit regardless of altitude mode.
7.5.7

GetSetpointTargetValue

Function GetSetpointTargetValue(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As
Single)As Boolean

		

Summary: Gets the setpoint target value.
return: Data filled. False = No value (system off/readout in standby). True = value updated.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: The value of the setpoint in native units. Always native unit regardless of altitude mode.
7.5.8

GetSetpointTTV

This is the value that the ExploraVac is attempting to reach at any given moment (temperature or pressure).
When a ramp rate has not been specified, the SetpointTTV value equals the user entered setpoint value.
When a ramp rate (temperature or pressure) has been specified, the SetpointTTV will be different than the
user entered target setpoint value . The SetpointTTV will approach the target setpoint until it is reached.
Example: You are ramping from 20°C to 30°C at a ramp rate of 2°C per minute. After the first minute,
the TTV will be 22°C. At two minutes, the TTV will be 24°C, and so on until the entered setpoint value is
reached. Meanwhile, the user entered target setpoint value remains constant at 30°C.
Sub GetSetpointTTV(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As Single)
Summary: Gets the Transient Target Value(TTV) of the setpoint.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: The value of the TTV in native units. Always native unit regardless of altitude mode.
7.5.9

GetSetpointRampValue

Sub GetSetpointRampValue(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As Single)
Summary: Gets the native units per minute ramp rate of the control. In altitude mode, this is in feet.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: The ramp rate in native units or feet, depending on mode. 0 = Max Ramp Rate
7.5.10 GetSetpointSoakValue

Sub GetSetpointSoakValue(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As Int32)
Summary: Gets the time left to allow the setpoint to soak in seconds. If the control is not soaking or
the control is off, it displays the last set soak time.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: The soak in seconds.
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7.5.11 GetSetpointModeOptions

Modes exist on some setpoint controllers based on the system’s configuration. These modes are comma
delimited. See the ExploraVac manual for more details on modes and their operation.
Example: A system with purge lines and a pressure setpoint controller will have vent, purge, and active
purging (actprg) options available from which to select. Alternatively, a system without purge lines will not
have any mode options available, as it can only vent.
Sub GetSetpointModeOptions(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef values As String)
Summary: Gets the comma-delimited operating modes of the setpoint, or empty if no modes present.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
values: Comma-delimited string that contains the setpoint modes, or empty if no modes present.

		
Example of possible PRESSURE CONTROL: “vent,purge,actprg”-> “vent”, “purge”, “actprg”
7.5.12 GetSetpointMode

Sub GetSetpointMode(id As SETPOINTIDS, ByRef value As String)
Summary: Gets the current mode of the setpoint controller. Or empty string if no modes present
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: Comma-delimited string that contains the modes of the setpoint
7.5.13 SetSetpointTargetValue

		
Sub SetSetpointTargetValue(id As SETPOINTIDS, value As Single, Optional
		fromValue As Single)
Summary: Queues up setting the setpoint target of the controller on the next call to Update().
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: This is the value that the setpoint controller will ramp to.
fromValue: If fromValue is not used, this will ramp from the current value. If it is used, it will ramp
		 from the value provided.
7.5.14 SetSetpointRamp

Sub SetSetpointRamp(id As SETPOINTIDS, value As Single)
Summary: Queues up setting the ramp rate target of the controller in native units per minute on the
next call to Update(). If altitude mode is active, use feet instead.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: The rate at which the setpoint ramps the values. If altitude mode is active, use feet.
7.5.15 SetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState

Sub SetSetpointIsInAltitudeModeState(id As SETPOINTIDS, value As Boolean)
Summary: Queues up setting the mode to altitude mode if applicable on the next call to Update().
See GetSetpointIsInAltitude (above) for details on how this special mode operates.
id: Setpoint Identifier.
value: True = alt(ft.) mode, False = standard (Torr) mode
7.5.16 SetSetpointState

Sub SetSetpointState(id As SETPOINTIDS, value As Boolean)
Summary: Queues up setting the button to the desired state on the next call to Update().
id: Setpoint Identifier.
isOn: True = On, False = Off
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7.6

Definitions
Code

Description
NONE   (0)

SOLID GREEN   (1)

Device control is off. Physical button panel is SOLID RED.
Devices control is on and running properly.

SOLID RED   (2)

Reserved.

SOLID YELLOW   (3)

Reserved.

SOLID BLUE   (4)

Reserved.

BLINK RED   (5)
BLINK GREEN   (6)

Typically used for error state. See ExploraVac manual.
Typically used for standby state. See ExploraVac manual.

GREEN YELLOW   (7)

See ExploraVac manual.

GREEN RED   (8)

See ExploraVac manual.

RED YELLOW   (9)
BLINK BLUE (10)

See “Blink Yellow” in ExploraVac manual.
Reserved.

Table 6: COLORSTATES
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7.7

Update Loop Example

Below is an example for querying data from an ExploraVac. Remember that Update() also synchronizes
any sets made since the last call. Due to the nature of the Update() function, this function can take a long
time to run (as much as  200 ms). Keep this in mind and utilize multi-threading as necessary in order to
achieve desired results.
Imports AutoExplorAPI.AutoExplor
		Public Sub OnUpdate(handle As AutoExplorHandle, config As ExploraVacConfig)
’This  operation will  take  some time as  it  pushes changes and retrieves   changes from ExploraVac.
			’ Presents a snapshot of the state of the ExploraVac.
			handle . Update()
			Dim i = 1
’Once we have shifted  all the bits away, the loop can end.
			While i  <> 0
’Mask off  configurations with i .
				If ( config . DeviceIDs And i) Then
’For  each  property in  thisDevice
’ Dim value As String
’ handle . GetDeviceProperty( i, property, value )
’ Send value where it needs to go.
				’Next
				End If
				If ( config . ButtonIDs And i) Then
					
Dim isOn As Boolean
					
Dim colorStatus As COLORSTATES
handle. GetButtonState ( I, isOn, colorStatus )
’Send values where they need to go.
				End If
				If ( config . ReadoutIDs And i) Then
					
Dim value As Single
handle .  GetReadoutProcessValue(i , value )
’Send value where it needs to go.
				End If
				If ( config . SetpointIDs  And i) Then
					
Dim value As Single
					
Dim ttv As Single
handle. GetSetpointProcessValue ( i, value )
handle. GetSetpointTTV (i, ttv)
’Send values where they need to go.
				End If
				’ Bit shift i by 1.
i  = i  <<1
			End While
		
End Sub
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8.

Error, Warning, and Service Notifications

Error, warning, and service handling follow the same scheme as buttons, readouts, devices, and setpoints.
Each is an enumerated value with a bit representing if that error is active or not. Services have one special
facet in that you likely need to mark it as serviced when you have completed your maintenance. For
maintenance items, such as tip seal replacement for a pump, there may not be any detection or change
of the system. In this case, an estimated lifetime needs to be reset. These values are populated when
Update() is called and can be queried using the Error Code functions (below). Some notifications can occur
while the system is off, but most occur only when the system is on.

8.1

Errors

8.1.1

GetExploraVacSystemErrors

Sub GetExploraVacSystemErrors( ByRef value As UInt32)
Summary: Gets the current errors on the system. utilize ERRORDEFINITIONS enum to decode.
value: The current error state of the system.
Code
CHAMBER OVER TEMP        (1)
TC CHAMBER BURNOUT        (2)
PLATEN OVER TEMP        (4)
TC PLATEN BURNOUT        (8)
CHAMBER OVER PRESSURE      (16)
ROUGH PUMP ERROR       (32)
NO TANK PRESSURE       (64)
TC PUMP FLOW FAULT     (128)

Description
Chamber temperature more than failure threshold.
Chamber thermocouple unplugged or failed.
Platen temperature more than failure threshold.
Platen thermocouple unplugged or failed.
Gauges detecting an overpressure condition inside the chamber.
Roughing pump error detected. See device properties.
Compressor low or zero air pressure.
TCube chiller failed due to a pump flow fault or blockage.

ETH PUMP STUCK     (256)

Ethanol pump relay sticking or failing.

OXY LVL CRITICAL     (512)

LN2 system detected unsafe atmospheric oxygen levels.

TURBO COM FAIL   (1024)
ROUGH COM FAILED   (2048)
LN2 HEAT FAILURE   (4096)
LN2 EX TC BURNOUT   (8192)
OUT OF LN2 (16384)

Communication with turbo pump disrupted.
Communication with roughing pump disrupted.
LN2 exhaust temperature more than 200°C. LN2 system shutdown.
LN2 exhaust thermocouple unplugged or failed.
LN2 fully depleted. LN2 system shutdown.

Table 7: Error Codes
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8.2

Warnings

8.2.1

GetExploraVacSystemWarnings

Sub GetExploraVacSystemWarnings( ByRef value As UInt32)
Summary: Gets the current warnings on the system. utilize WARNINGDEFINITIONS enum to decode.
value: The current warning state of the system.
Code
CHAMBER OVER TEMP   (1)
LN2 LOW    (2)
PLATEN OVER TEMP    (4)
GATE VALVE N OPEN     (8)
GATE VALVE N CLOSED   (16)

Description
Chamber temperature more than warning threshold.
LN2 system tanks nearly empty.
Platen temperature more than warning threshold.
Cannot detect or verify gate valve is open.
Cannot detect or verify gate valve is closed.

ROUGH PUMP ERROR   (32)

Roughing pump warning detected. See device properties.

TC CHILLER BURNOUT   (64)

Chiller thermocouple unplugged or failed.

LN2 HEAT WARN  (128)
GAUGE C WARNING  (256)
TC PUMP FLOW FAULT  (512)
ETH FULL ALARM (1024)
VENT W ION GAUGE (2048)
OXY SENSOR OUT (4096)

Exhaust temperature on LN2 system nearing shutdown level.
Differential between absolute and Convectron pressure gauges too great.
Temp differential between cold plate and coolant outlet out of range.
Fluid level fill switch has been triggered.
Ion gauge won’t shutdown and preventing venting.
LN2 oxygen sensor missing or nearing oxygen shutdown levels.

Table 8: Warning Codes
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8.3

Service Notifications

8.3.1

GetExploraVacServiceNotifications

Sub GetExploraVacServiceNotifcations( ByRef value As UInt32)
Summary: Gets the current service issues on the system.
Utilize SERVICEDEFINITIONS enum to decode.
value: The current service state of the system.
8.3.2

MarkExploraVacServiceReset

Function MarkExploraVacServiceReset(id As SERVICEDEFINITIONS)As Boolean
Summary: Resets a single service issue on the system.
id: The service notification you wish to mark as “serviced.”
return: True = Successfully marked as serviced, False = No action required, no change.
Code

Description
TIPSEAL        (1)

PUMPBEARINGS        (2)
TURBOBEARINGS        (4)
PLATEN ETHANOL HIGH        (8)
PLATEN TCUBE COOLANT       (16)

Check/Replace roughing pump tip seals (24 months.).
Replace roughing pump bearings (60 months).
Service turbo pump bearings (48 months).
Chiller reservoir overfilled.
TCube coolant is low.

ROUGH VALVE       (32)

Rebuild/replace pneumatic roughing line valve (1.5M cycles).

PURGE VALVE       (64)

Rebuild/replace pneumatic purge line valve (1.5M cycles).

VENT VALVE      (128)
FORELINE VALVE      (256)
DELTAP      (512)
GATE VALVE     (1024)
ION GAUGE     (2048)

Rebuild/replace pneumatic vent line valve (1.5M cycles).
Rebuild/replace pneumatic foreline valve (1.5M cycles).
Rebuild/replace Delta-P valve (500k cycles).
Rebuild/replace pneumatic gate valve (100k cycles).
Ion gauge needs degassing (3 months).

REPLACE ION     (4096)

Ion gauge needs replaced (20k hours).

PLC BATTERY     (8192)

PLC battery low on charge.

PLATEN ETHANOL LOW   (16384)

Chiller fluid reservoir is low.

ROUGH COMMANDVALVE   (32768)

Rebuild/replace roughing CommnandValve (30M degrees).

PURGE COMMANDVALVE   (65536)

Rebuild/replace purge CommandValve (30M degrees).

VENT COMMANDVALVE (131072)

Rebuild/replace vent CommandValve (30M degrees).

Table 9: Service Codes
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9.

Additional Notes and Utilities
hhThermocouple setpoint and readout process values are rounded to the nearest 1/10th of a degree.
hhSetpoint TTV values utilizing thermocouples are rounded to 1/100th of a degree.
hhFor simulated altitude calculation, NASA’s atmospheric model is used:

					
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/k-12/airplane/atmosmet.html

9.1

Altitude Conversion Utilities

9.1.1

ConvertTorrToAltitude

Function ConvertTorrToAltitude(torrValue As Single)As Single
Summary: Converts Torr into Altitude.
torrValue: Torr value to convert.
return: The altitude value in ft above sea level.
9.1.2

ConvertAltitudeToTorr

Function ConvertAltitudeToTorr(altValue As Single)As Single
Summary: Converts Altitude into Torr.
altValue: Altitude in ft above sea level to convert.
return: The value in Torr.
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